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and belittled the importance of con-

I'

his polemic against the contenders
for "Economismr" the opportunists
who sought to confine the Russian
workers to the spontaneous economic
struggle, who denied the independent political role of the working class,

and the role of the van-

guard Party. Lenin's words, "written
nearly half a century ago, assume a
special bearing on the trend of our
American labor movement, growing
in recent years, toward open participation in political affairs.

It is therefore appropriate at this
time, when, in unison with everincreasing "millions the world over"
we mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of Lenin's death, to evaluate
this trend in the light of his great

teachings.

Arguing against those who saw the
term "Economism" misapplied to the
Russian trade unions, in view of the
latter's growing concern with political action, Lenin stressed that: "The
economic struggle of the workers is
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very often connected (although not
inseparably) with bourgeois politics,
clerical politics, etc. . . ."rY He taught
that the "Economist" position includes not merely labor's abstention
from political action, but also its extension into political action that holds
the working class subservient to the
ideology and politics of the bourgeoisie.

Thus, Lenin stated:
Trade unionism does not exclude
"politics" altogether, as some imagine.
Trade unions have always conducted
political (but not Social-Democratic)**
agitation and struggle.***
The bourgeoisie has always aimed
by various means to perpetuate the

political subservience of the working
ilass. But the direct impact of bour-

with the various forms of economic and political
pressure, could not alone achieve this
objective. Faced with labor's growing strength and political awakening,
the capitalist class operates through
geois ideology, together

reformist and

Social - Democratic

aides in the labor movement. As
valid today as when it was written
$9zr) is Lenin's statement that without its reactionary Social-Democratic
prop in the working class, the international bourgeoisie would be totally
unable to retain power.****
But while in the past, Wall Street,
through its agents in the labor move' V. I. Lenio, Selected Wotht, Internatioqal
Publishers. Ns York. Vol. II, P. 65.
this historical contcrt
'r To be understood in
consciousuess and theory.
as imbued

with Smialist

-v.1.J.
"a ol, cir., p. ,) o.
1*'*
lbid., Vol. IX, P.

228.

the fact that American labor

ment, sought to line up the workers
il support of reaction's Programs,
today-ii exerts a tremendous efiort to
make organized labor a keY instru'
ment of its imperialist policY.
This is the meaning of W. Averill
Harriman's address before the recent
convention of the A.F. of L. As the

cePtance.

Thus, Douglas called uPon labor
to disguise the iron chains of imperialistlnslavement as the silver cord
of benevolent fraternalism.
Douglas continued, saYing that
while ihe European course of develthe conidea of

mended American labor, meaning its
misleaders, for playing "the key role"

Eu-

rope. This is likewise the meaning of

iff1T

Supreme Court ]ustice William O.
Douglas' address at the recent C.I.O.
convention bidding American labor
to assume the role of "a missionary of

the American way of life."

to opportunity." American
therefore, has the opportunity

labor,

of car-

rying the high message to Eu-roPe
"ihai it need not be the victim of the

Said

Douglas: "Today labor stands astride

concept of a class society. . . . American labor can spread the faith in the

with fear. It occupies
a strategic position in the affairs of
nations." American labor therefore,
"cannot indulge the luxury of complete preoccupation with traditional
trade union activities." It must become "an active participant in international affairs." He declared frankIyt

a world fraught

Labor

American way, that builds a classless society without exploitation of

any group."
President Philip Murray had anticipated the ]ustice by declaring in the
]une issue of the American Moga-

zine, "We have no classes in this
country. Collective bargaining
has become less a contest and more a
collaboration." Now he addressed the

is

bridge a gap

delegates, in praise of Douglas'
rpe.-h, ". . . never in all my life have
I heard a more remarkable exPosition of government. . , ,"
But P"resident Murray also told the

tween the U

convention, in his Economic RePort:
extending its power into

Out o[ this

arises

EuroPe.

out. Consumer debt is at an all-time

Doors
open a
can la

President's Special Representative
Abroad for the Economic CooPeration Administration, Harriman com-

in selling the Marshall Plan to

carries

good

.

the importance of

. Real earnings are going down.
Accumuiated s4vlngs are being wiped

consume goods and services that must
be absorbed as our national outPut
increases. Here is the seed germ of

the next

depression.

Who are these wealthy that further
enrich themselves? From whom do
they press their unearned Profits?
And who are they whose real earnings are going down? Yes, who are
rh; bulk of the American families
whom the great corporations arc robbing?
Classesl Away

with your inventionsl How can that be; when we
have no classes in this country ? How
un-American, how Communist an
answer, when man is born here not

to class, but to opportunity!
And so, despite all his efforts

to

mask the contradictions of capitalism
and the class struggle, Murray's state-

ment betrays the essential contradic-

tion that we find in the American
labor movcment today, a contradiction that arises out of the very reality of class conflict which Murray
denies: on the one hand, suPPort of
imperialist foreign policy and class
collaboration at home-the program

of

labor's misleaders; and on the

other, the real mood of the workers

struggle and
politieal ae-

economic
-militant
pressure for progressive
t1an,

\ ll
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The growing political orientation
of our labor movement, beginning
rvith the New Deal Period, rePresents a break with pure-and-simple
trade unionism. Nevertheless, labor's
course toward independent, class political action, which has been greatly
furthered with the launching of tl.re
coalition Progressive Party, is still
being impeded by reformist oPPortunism.

II
To understand the persistence and
present dominance of opportunism in
our trade unions, we must understand
its social roots. Lenin said: ". . . ob-

jectively the opportun.lsrs are a section of ttle petty bourgeoisie and of
certain strata of the working class
who have beer, bribed out of imPerialist super-profits and converted
into uatchdogs of capitalism and cor-

rupters of the labor movement."*
And in his polemic against the Russian Kautskians, who sought to conceal the opportunist influences in the
working class, Lenin spoke of the opportunists as"alien to the proletariat
as a class, . . . the servants, the agents

and the vehicles of the influence of
the bourgeoisie," warning that "unless t}re labor movement ri/s itself
of them, it will remain a bourgccis

labwmoaemeflr,,.."**
In the United States, where, for

rhe working class from the realizain the United
States, the traditional task of the reformists has been to retard the ma-

tion of t*i"lit-;

turing of mass class consciousness-by
blocking labor's independent political action.

There are, of course, objective as
well as subjective causes for the pervasive opportunism in our labor
movement. These have their deeP
historical roots in the unevenness
of
raPid-

on

ly
th

al

of
re-

sources, absorbed successive tides of
immigrant lahor power, advanced its
indusirial technics to make possible a

high wage level and to create

an

aristocracy of skilled workers. This
development left its ideological imprint on the masses: delusions about
ihe frontier, cheap land, and the mo-

bility of

classes, continuing as an

ideological lag after the vanishing of
the frontier; and a supra-class idealization of bourgeois democracy, fos-

historical reasons, Social-Democracy
has not developed a mass political

-,

Ibir., vol. XI" p.
I&id., p.117

""

752.

of

working-class homogeneity, and

interrupted the continuity of the gen- ects, the Single Tax, etc.,-into PoPueralized experience of the class strug- list movements which could not, bY
gle. Not least, the bourgeoisie devised their very nature, bring fonvard the
the vicious "divide and conquer" leadership of the working class.
Nevertheless, American Iabor,
policv to set white against Negro
workers and native-born against for- throughout its history, has maniheoretical tem- fested an impulsion toward class
the dominant consciousness, taking the form of
pervaded also movements toward indePendent,
the labor movement, expressing it- class political action. This tlrge
self in a notorious contempt for the- achieved its highest political exPresory. These major factors have kePt sion in the formation of the Comthe American working class politi- munist Party, after the First World
cally backward, and have furnished War.
The Great Economic Crisis, tvhich
the seeds for opportunism. They were
mass discontent with the
caused
Amerreinlorced by the "too percent
ican" ideology of bullying national two parties of
arrogance as U.S. capitalism became impetus to la
the foremost imperialist power and, political action
after World War II, the citadel of "Labor Party"
resolutions at the 1935 convention of
world reaction.
The craft-union philosophy of the A. F. of L. This movement, led
Gompersism fitted in with the re- by Francis Gorman of the United
quirements of American monopoly Textile Workers of America, was
rule. It prevented industrial unioni- supported by an estimated ro4 dele-

zation and the organization of the

unorganized. Under the "non-partisan" motto, "Reward your friends
and punish your enemies," it held
back labor's independent political action.

In the absence of a consolidated
working-class party with a strong

base in the trade unions, the political potential of labor's great historical strike struggles remained largely
unrealized. The workers' aspirations

gates.

The r.l,orkers sensed the threat o[
an American Hitlerism vrhen bosses
and government rode roughshod over
them in the great strike struggles of

the middle 'thirties. The growing
movement for a Farmer-Labor PartY
was spurred on by the militant struggles at home and by the anti-fascist
upsurge in Europe: the armed revolt

of the Austrian workers, the heroic
uprising of the workers in Asturias,
toward independent political action the developing United Front of the
were diverted into petty-bourgeois re- Spanish working class, and the
form movements-into Greenback- sweeping advance of the People's
ism and other monetary reform proi- Front in France.
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of the Washington Commonwealth
Federation, it failed to initiate a national independent coalition party
ip.

political

sub-

xpressed itself

period

to make a turn toward

sPonsoring

social security legislation.

The C.I.O., born in revolt against
the old-time A. F. of L. leaders' oppo-

in

the

oficial stand of the trade union movement on foreign PolicY.
Still fresh in our memory ls the
refusal of the 1936 convention of the
A. F. of L. to- iuPPort the SPanish

by refusing to apply for membershio
wing augured such a change'
.r.n in tEe refolmist lnternational
advance
decided
a
I-]N.PL. meant
Fedcration of Trade Unions.
action'
political
toward working-class
This disastrous course was pursued
Yet it tended from the beginning to
the pcriod of the unfolding
throush
subordinate labor to Roosevelt and
Munich
th?
of
PolicY. The labor
appendage
to act increasingly as an
bY its main
committed
movement,
electoral
PartY
to the D.mociaiic
of "neuesPousal
an
to
-did
machine. l-his was so, notwithstand- Ieadership
Roosevelt's
back
not
ing its assertions throughout the 1936 trality,"
slo-gan,
elettion campaign that in support- "Quarantine the Aggressor"
fight
crucial
the
uP
take
to
f"il.d
,rrd
supporting
ing Rooseveli, it was not
securitY.
collective
for
recognltlon,
Party-a
the Democratic
This was true, not alone of the
in itself, of the mass resentment
against both capitalist parties a-nd o[
tfr'. widespread sendment for a

early

in

1939, demanded an embargo

against the fascist aggressors. But the

boycott of ]apanese and Nazi goods,
and, despite a more "international"
ring in the C.I.O. program, both federations failed to come forward with

an unequivocal and effective program for concerted action in behalf
of peace. Moreover, by its official position, the labor movement did not
oppose the imperialist "Neutrality
Law"-a law adopted during Mussolini's invasion of Ethiopia, which denied aid to the victim nations while
allowing the aggressors to bene6,t
deviously.

Despite the anti-Munich actions of
its more advanced sections, the tradeunion movement as a whole did not
assert labor's independent political
position in the foreign policy sphere.
The conclusion is inescapable. Organized labor, beginning with the
middle 'thirties, steadily moved beyond the confines of pure-and-simple
trade unionism and increasingly employed action on a political level. But
this activity, besides concentrating
mainly on pressure for legislative
programs, fell short of independent
working-class political action, even
level.

bor Party in New York

State and

against the aggressor states. And the
United Auto Workers convention,

of the New

Deal,

acquired at the

C.I.O. and the A-F. of L. were contented with resolutions calling for the

on a limited, still non-class conscious
National Maritime lJnion, at its 1937
convention, was the first union in the
C.I.O. to adopt a forthright position
for concerted international action

gressive features

i"... fo, that reason,

Actually, labor bound itself ever
more closely to the Roosevelt Admin-

istration, and thereby to the twoparty system. The advantages which
the labor movement obtained, as a
result of struggle, through the pro-

litical party, asserting its independence rvhether the existing govern-

ment was resPonsive to
o[ the

Deople's

certain

demands or whether

the irsuei would have to

be

in intense struggle. But

the

resolved
dde that had set in toward the forma-

tion of a third Party was

turned

away, by oPPortunist hands, from its
historic .o.rit., to become a tributary
flowing back into the bourgeois polit-

ical stream.
The lesson is clear. The concessions

s

are

long
labor

o

the

wagon of capitalism. Ergo: the. Wag-

.r.i A.t of the 'thirties can be ex-

changed for the Taft-Hartley Act of
the 'forties.
Any discussion of the subjective

factors making for the persistence of
opportunism in our labor movement
dimands the self-critical study of our
Party's work. During the New Deal
period we did not consistently heed
Lenin's great lesson "to utilize the

flashes of political consciousness
which gleam in the minds of the
workers during their economic struggles. . . ."*
* Ibirl., Yol.

ll, P.

92o.
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The vanguard Party must alert negation was seen in the accessory
the labor movement to be most on silence during adoption by certain

guard precisely when the bourgeoisie

is "kind" to it. While reformiits

use

reforms to "appease" the workers and

bind them to their bourgeois "benefactors," Leninists fight for immediate gains, not only to improve the
workers' conditions, but to heighten
the self-confidence and class consciousness of the workers for greater
struggles and greater gains.
Although our Party endeavored to
pursue a Leninist course, there was
much tail-ending behind the reformist labor movemenr. Right opportunism was already showing itself in
our Party, and, because it was
unchecked, paved the way for Browcler-revisionism. We tended to view
one-sidedly labor's increased organi-

zational strength,

to

evaluate it

quantitatively. We realized imperfecdy that the very growth of trideunion organization both deepens the
vanguard responsibility of Communists and makes their task more difficult. Our forces working in tactical
coalition with reformist trade-union
Ieaders lacked vigilance in the struggle against the sftateg-y of those leaJers. We wer

the interests
render our
accept the

union conventions of anti-Communist resolutions.
There developed an opporrunist
loosening of ties between the Party
and many of its leading forces in the
unions and of the ties between these
same forces, in their role as Communists, with the union rank and file.
All of this meant that Communists
were conducting trade-union activity
on an "Economist" level. We slackened

membership.

In breaking with revisionism, our
Party regained the highroad of Marxism-Leninism. The 1945 Emergency
Convention established a correct basis, with clear perspectives and tasks,
for the Party's trade-union work. In
the progressive unfolding of its activ-

ities, the Party strove to raise the
sights of the working class to come
forward as builder and leader of the
people's anti-monopoly peace coali-

tion,

and

against "Ec
tices, agains

bourgeois infu
a mistaken ide

least in the
Left-led trade unions, thar these were
citadels which had withstood Browderism. This romantic illusion came

gained no foothold
unorganized and as a prime builder

of the new industrial unions.

This

their majority unequivocally and
up to their responsibility to the American workDemocratic pro-imperialist infl uences.
The leadership of these unions-not
excluding Communists
were sub-

ject to these pressures,

especialiy
inasmuch as the Party, during its re-

visionist period, had not functioned
as vanguard.

at

ing class at the recent C.I.O. convention, certain other Communists and
Left-progressives finched before the
reactionary offensive.

What is the lesson to be learned
from this brief survey of the continued subservience of American
trade unions to the politics of monop-

oly capital-even with the growing

spite a correct policy and a general
improvement in the Party's tradeunion work, certain opportunist tendencies continued in the course of

carrying through the policy. These
have been reinforced 6y the sharpened attacks on Communists and ill
progressives in the trade unions from
the monopolies, the Administration,
and the reactionary reformists and
Social-Democrats, whose ranks were
augmented when the Murray camp,
breaking up the Left-Center coalition, moved over to outright support
of imperialism.
Thus, certain Communist trade un-

Along with the correct effort to rid
the Party of

the

courageously faced

in Party building in the facto-

thus thinning down the basic working-class component in the Party's

Truman and Murray. While

Communists and Left-progressives in

ries and mass-industry communities,

the labor movement.
s

from a failure to understand that the

abandonment of pure - and - simple
trade unionism? The ending of such'
subservience, and the growrh of the
independent political action of labor
evolving toward Socialist conscious-

will not come automatically out
of the trade-union level tf struggle.
Such an historic development requires the Leninist perform:rnce ol
its vanguard role by the political
ness,

leader of the working class, the Communist Party.
For, only the theory of MarxismLeninism provides the key, in the
words of Stalin:
. . . to understand the inner connection
of current events, to foresee their course
and to perceive not only how and in
what direction they are developing in
the present, but how and in whai direction they are bound to develop in
the future*

Iil
The reactionary policies

adopted
Hirtuy ol tbe Commnitt P*tt ol tbe
Souiet Union. Internatioml Publishss, p.355.
G
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IO

at the 67th convention o[ the A'F' of

four or five times higher' The Left-

ment. 'We must make clear that the

L. and the roth convention of the

masses

C.I.O. did not reflect the main trend

in the labor movement. As Marxists,
we distinguish between the official

ing to vindictive atacks with disrup-

line of the labor misleaders who run
the show, and the rank and file, in
terms of the workers' aspirations as

well as their interests. 'Today the
workers demand adequate wage increases in the face of unabating inflation.
fied
such

texti

of the soft-coal and "captive
miners, packi

coal"

Chrysler

auto
workers, and Ea

shoremen and s
A.F. of L.) have highlighted the general struggle.

The ri5rkers, the Negro

PeoPle,

and the othet anti-mbnopoly forces
are in a militant mood, exPecting

tive organizational measures againit

the Left-progressive unions.
I.s

it correct, then, ro speak today of

militancy

which is concrete in the situation
and lead to confusion in our tactics'
For, although those policies did not
reflict the irain trend in the labor
movement, it cannot be said that
there is a clear-cut difierentiation
all the way down the line on all
maior issues between the misleaders
th. thinking of the rank and

the

in the labor -ou.m.rri in

coll

delusion spread by the Social-Demo-

crats and labor's toP officials ? The
infuence of this propaganda is evident from the fact that the Progressive Party's total vote far exceeded
Wallace's, and was

in

some districts

do not want the imperialist

objectives of the Marshall Plan, and
that the bourgeoisie, the Administration, the church hierarchy, and the
reactionary labor leaders are striving
to poison their minds and "sell them

a bill of goods." But we must

also

rccognize that these forces have temporarily succeeded in ideologically
corrupting a section of the labor
movement.

movement

They have done this through increasing terror and intimidation,
through the cold-blooded drive to
deprive the slightest dissenter of his
means of livelihood. They have done
it through shameless demagogy, with
all the agitational and "cultuial" media brought into action. They have
shouted the virtues of their falsifi.9d "Americanism," "Democracyr"
'Freedomr" and "Aid to Europe."
Masking the true intent of its "Doctrine" and "Plan," Wall Street furnishes its piratical program with a
"moral" base. Since its crusading
purposes, both for the people at home
and the world at large, are most

formist
The pressure of the rank and file at
the C.i.O. convention achieved the

nomics and the politics of the Mar- " cynically destructive, its banners futshall Plan become the guiding line of ter with most self-righteous slogans.
organized labor's conventions. Even In the name of America's "manifest
more, while recognizing that these destiny," Wall Street has unleashed
struggles will facilitate a Leftward a campaign of mass chauvinization

".,i
file.

Certainly there is militancy in the
labor movlment. Militancy is in the

we

for
separate compartmentsl As Marxists,
we know that this can never be done.
But, especially when the general line

of U. S. imperialism-the

Marshall
much a domestic issue for
the American workers as it is a foreign-political issue, where does one
"compartment" end and the other be-

Plan-is

as

bone and marrow of American labor'

But militancy must

alwaYs

be

as-

in terms of the tasks
labor faces in each given situation'
sessed anew

These tasks must be seen todaY in

demagogy and decePtion, ,not to
ment[n the intimidation and terror,
with which the monoPolies waged
election campaign?
their bipartisan
.we
discount the "lesser evil"
Or can

II

relation
of the
parallel

and to the
of the re-

adoption of a few progressive resolutions-outstandingly, the demand
for repeal of the Taft-Hartley. Act
and the resolution on Civil Rights'
But this rank-and-file pressure did
not impede the barrage of reactionary resolutions backing the biparti-

trend

in the labor movement, we

cannot regard them as automatically
constituting such a trend.

Nor can we accept the idea that the
reactionary line of the labor bureaucracy is the line of the labor move-

directed simultaneouslv at nations
abroad and at the Negio people and
the foreign-born on our own shores.
The workers have been handed
promissory notes to fill them with
illusions that they will be the beneficiaries of Marshalli zation. And the
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t2

super-profits

of

linance capital

are

Plan are the verY leaders who are
stabbing labor's wage demands in

the baik. The truth of Lenin's
maxim will be driven home uPon

them: "Politics are the concentrated
expression

ment, our monopolies strive for what
Lenin once characterized as a possibility in capitalist countries: "some-

thing like an

alliance

between
-workers
of a given nation and
the
their irnperi alists againsl the other

of

economics."*

Secondly, we must exPose the
"moral" attitude which claims that

although the Marshall Plan aims to
subius"ate other nations,

it is "O'K'

t"r in7 American workers." We must
show concretelY how American im-

countries."*
How shall we sound the warningi
How shall we build labor's resistance

forces againsi the
their labor aides?
First, we must not view the strug-

success

in this effort cannot

be

lvithout intensified economic struggles. Through such struggles the
i"rrkers will learn that the leaders
who are "all-out" for the Marshall
s"l"u,l lYub, Yol. xl, p. 757.
-*

it

clearer

that American imperialism is no "ex-

ception" to the inherent contradictions of imperialism revealed by
Lenin. Indeed, events have confirmed the forecast which Engels
made, with prophetic insight, in

relatively favorable

ditions

existed -here

ing taxes and spiralling p.rices, can
be" made keenlY aware that every
dollar of Marshall Plan "aid" underBut

the labor aristocracy?
Each new day makes

self succeed to that monopoly. And
unless oae country has the monopoly
of the markets of the world, at least in
the decisive branches of trade, the con-

gle for peace against the Marshall
Ph., a-line of dernarcation between
"t and the rest of the workthe Left

basic inter-

by the bribed bureaucrats, indicate an
extension of the material basis for

America will smash up England's
industrial monopoly whatever there
cannot heris left of it-but America

its
monopolists and

of their immediate and

Does the extended opportunism in
the labor movement today, fostercd

r886:

to this danger and mobilize

ests.

LENIN AND OPPORTUNISM

mines their own living standards, as
well as the standards of the workers
in the Marshallized countries' We

in its general

crisis.

-Trua. vol. IX, p. i4.

which

in England from- 1848 to

r87o cannot anywhere be reproduced,
and even in America the condition of
the working class must gradually sink
lower and lower.*

And what are the

At

facts?

home, monopoly capital is ex-

incapacity to fulfill its
is continuing its assaults
on the people's working and living
conditions: intensified speedup, reduced real wages, increasing unemployment and indebtedness, appalling deterioration in the quality of

posing

its

promises.

It

commodities and services along with
soaring prices; and with this, growing social oppression, increasing terror against the Negro people, and
* Man-Engels, Selected Conetpordcnce, In-

ternatiml

Publishers,

p.

44J.

wholesale destruction

r3

of the

peopie's

democratic rights.

After two world wars, il the
course of the permanent general
crisis of capitalism, the world market
has shrunk for American finance
capital, even though the United
States has supplanted Britain as the
foremost imperialist power. The
Marshall Plan is far from unfurling
the flag oI Wall Street over an empire on which the sun never sets.
All its interventions, fomented civil
wars, and economic subjections cannot keep its puppet fascists, royalists and feudalists enthroned. What
is happening today in China-"senior" among the Marshallized countries-is not peculiar to the physical
geography of the Far East. Finance
capital had a great fall; and all the
President's Doctrines and all the Secretary's Plans cannot put it together
again.

Clearly, there is a decline in monopoly capital's material basis for
bribing a labor aristocracy in the
United States. (The labor aristocracy
itself was diminished by the r9a9
crisis, continuing unemployment, and
the rise of industrial unions in the

mass-production industries.) Without foundation, thereforg are current

notions, inducing defeatist moods,
that the material basis for the labor
aristocracy is extending, and that the
class struggle must gear itself to a
"slowdown."
We cannot assume, however, that
the diminished bribing power of the
bourgeoisie will automatically bring

about a growth

LENIN AND OPPORTUNISM
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in

class conscious-

ness.

No real progress in the labor
movement is possible without a
Marxist-Leninist struggle for the
masses, mobilizing them against monopoly capital at home and abroad.
Fighting against labor-imperialism,
Social-Democratism, white chauvinism, and all opportunism in the labor movement means inuoluing the
worftcrs' ran\s in the struggle for
their pressing needs and interests. It
means, therefore, combatting all tendencies toward sectarian Leftism in
the very course of fighting Right
opportunism-carrying on a struggle
on two fronts. It means building the
necessary coalition movements of labor and its allies, with a strong labor base and leadershi5without
which the coalition cannot succeed.
It means, toq ending all opportunist
hesitancies to voice, when necessary,
criticism of allies.
It means building the Communist
Party in the shops and unions of the
basic industries. It means battling
all "Economist" tendencies to rely on
trade-union spontaneity, to "softpedal" the independent political
struggle, or to belittle the Party's
role. The clarity and unity of Communist forces in the trade unions are
essential for strengthening the bond
of the political vanguard with the
working class.

come "an active participant in international afiairs" calls to mind another

Supreme Court fustice and

the broadest United Front, forming
a peoplels coalition against Wall
Street's policies of war and fascism
6epn56ract them by all means
-"19
in their power." American labor
would have to join in international
solidarity with the workers and all
anti-imperialists the world over to
and to es-

leaders

peace and

exhortation, at the founding of the
First International, impressing on
"thc working classes the duty to
master themselves the mysteries o{
international politics."
Perish the thought, however, that

the
his

sponsoring C.I.O.

top

were smuggling Marxian propaganda
into the convention! For these gentle-

men could indignantly point out
that Marx called upon the workers
to do something altogether difierent
watch the diplomatic acts of

-"to
their

respective governments; to
if necessary, by all
means in their power; when unable
to prevent, to combine in simultaneous denunciations and to vindicate
the simple laws of morals and iustice,
which ought to govern the relations
of private individuals, as the rules
paramount of the intercourse of nations.r' Marx's underlying meaning,
they could further protest, was that,
"The fight for such a foreign policy
forms part of the general struggle
for the emancipation of the working

counteract them,

classes."*

For our day, in the United

States,

this means that organized

labor

rIV

would have to penetrate and expose
the diplomatic maneuvers and ideological defense-mechanisms of the
Truman Doctrine and the Marshall
Plan. The entire American labor
movement would have to combine in

Douglas' summons to American
labor at the C.I.O. eonvention to be-

pp. 38-19.

ol the Phtt Intqwtional: A
' Foznditg Rcord,
Internatioaal Publirhers,

Documentary

,1
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By this token, the conventions of
organized labor would hear neither
a Wall Street financier-diplomat nor
a high dispenser of bourgeois justice, but rather a spokesman of the
people's anti-monopoly coalition, a
Henry Wallace-or a leader of the
vanguard Party of the working class,
a William Z. Foster. By this roken,

too, American labor would strengthen its international working-class alliances, instead of moving toward

withdrawal from the World Federa-

tion of Trade Unions, es did

the

C.I.O. convenion. By this token, fur-

ther, American labor would act as
leading force in the nation for reestablishment and maintenance of cooperation between the United States

and the Soviet Union

in the com-

t5

mon interest of both countries and of
world peace, instead of asking, as
did the A. F. of L. convention of
shame, playing the role of perverse
"vanguard," for a breach of trade re-

Iations with the U.S.S.R. American
labor would stand solidly with the
Communist Party-consistent fighter
for better living standards and the
democratic rights of the people, for
peace and social advance; it would denounce before the world the persecution of the Communists in the United
States today, instead of permitting its
officials to act as anti-Communist
hatchet-men for the bosses and the
Taft-Hartleyites. Finally, American
labor would proclaim its irreconcilable struggle against the capitalist
system of. exploitation; it would
launch a fighting program against
the monopoly profiteers and warmakers, with the historic class perspective of final emancipation from
the "classless" capitalism of the
Douglases and Murrays.
Such is the Marxist meaning of
working-class concern with international politicsl such is the Leninist
concept of labor's political action released from the fetters of opportunism.
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of despotism. They knew the
proneness of prosperity to breed tyrants,
and they meant, when such should reappear in this fair land and commence
paths

their vocation, that they should find
left for them at least one hard nut to
crack."

It

Has ltAppENED BEFoRE in our country that momentous issues, centers of
gi."t mass struggle, also Present

themselves as legal questions around
which struggle develops in the courts.
Such an issue reached the SuPreme

In the words of Chief
Justice Taney, "The question is simply this: Can a.negro [sic], whose
ancestors were imported into this
country and sold as slaves, become
Court in

Those who challenged the validitY
of that decision were denounced as
traitors, and charged with offering
violent resistance to the government

of the United

States.

But Abraham

1857.

a mcmber of the political community
formed and brought into existence

States.

Dred Scott decision "for doing this
obvious violence to the Plain, unmistakable language of the Declara-

bv the Constitution of the United

Stephen

Siater, and as such become entitled to
all the rights, and privileges, and

that

the

immunities guaranteed by that instrument to the citizen?"

meant to set uP a standard maxim
for a free society, which should be
familiar to all and revered by all-constantly looked to, constantly laboured
for, and, even though never perfectly
attained, constantly ipproximated, and

".

declared:
a slavc is
firmed in

in

..

af'
ght

to traffc in it, like an ordinary article

of

merchandise and proPertY, was

guaranteed

to the citizens of

the

United States. . . . And no word can
be found in the Constitution which
gives Congress a greater power over
il"r. prope.ty, or which entitles
property of that kind to less _proteciio" tt i," property of any other description."

Desperately determined to preserve

their "right" to traffic freely in the
"private property" of human beings,
the slave holders of the r85o's sought
to extend their system of production
to new territory and make its infamous social conditions prevail
throughout the whole of the United

proving itself, a stumbling block to all
ihor. who in after times might seek to
turn a free people back into the hateful

t6

Under "the single impulse of reto this common danger," a
loose people's coalition gathered
around Lincoln and the new Republican party. It was, as Lincoln said,
made up "of strange, discordant and
even hostile elements, gathered from
the four winds." It embraced homesteaders and industrial workers, substantial sections of the rising industrial bourgeoisie of the North, abolitionists and the early American followers of Karl Marx who advocated
the abolition not only of chattel but
also of wage slavery.
Held together by the common purpose of resisting the expansion of
slavery, this broad coalition elected
Lincoln President in 186o. In 186r,
it was obliged to wage armed struggle
in defense of the government of the
United States-which the slave holders attempted to overthrow and destroy by force and violence in a desperate effort to preserve the hissistance

r7

torically outmoded productive relaof their slave system.
in the course of this revolutionary and armed defense of a
progressive government that the system of chattel slavery was forcibly
overthrown and destroyed, and, incidentally, the Supreme Court decision
in the Dred Scott case reversed.
The Emancipation Proclamation
expropriated the "private property"
of the slave holders, and declared
that the Negro people "are, and
I'renceforward shall be, free."
But, to implement and perpetuate
that freedom, it was necess{rry to
amend the Constitution o[ the
United States. To achieve that purpose, and secure the revolutionarl.
fruits of the people's victory in the
Civil War, the r3th, r4th, and r5th
Amendments were incorporated in
the basic law of the United States.
tionships
It was

it

J(

ik

"Can a Negro, whose

ancestors

were imported into this country and
sold as slaves, become a member of

the political community formed and
brought into existence by the Consti-

tution of the United States, and

as

such become entitled to all the rights,

and privileges, and immunities guaranteed by that instrument to the citizefi.?"

Once again, though under different
historical conditions, this issue is be-

ing fought out in the arena of mass
political and economic struggle in
our country-and once again it presents itself as the subject of litigatiora

in the

courts.
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This time it is not an escaped
but the General Secretary of
the Communist Party who pleads
the cause of the Negro people, and
carries into court the struggle for
their full liberation which American
Marxists have never ceased to wage
on every front since the time of
slave,

greater significance than the host of
other cases involving the defense of
the Bill of Rights against violation

gress," tried before a District of struggle against the House IJn-AmerColumbia jury composed mainly of icans to a still higher level, and made
government employees under "loy- his own case an instrument for ad-

ican Committee.
In March, rg47, the Un-American
Committee began public hearings on

alty" order intimidation, convicted, vancing the struggle for the national
and sentenced to a year in prison liberation of the Negro people, which
reaction betrayed in the period of
and a $r,ooo fine.
In a statement made to the court Reconslruction.

by the notorious House Un-Amer-

two proposals to outlaw the

Com-

before hearing sentence, Dennis de-

General in

munist Party-the Rankin and Shep-

tionary Judge Bennett Champ Clark

manded an opportunity to testify on

"My own liberty is, of course,
dear to me. But more dear is the
liberty of the whole American people." The grounds on which - the
General Secretary of t}re Communist
Party bases his case are eloquently
summed up in those few words.
Like other anti-fascists challenging
the usurped authority of the UnAmericans, Dennis argues that the
House Committee was established
solely to investigate into the propagation of ideas, and that the Hor,rse
of Representatives is without power

Joseph Wedemeyer,

Lt.

pard bills. Availing himself of the
Following irr the foot-steps of only official forum for opposing this
Chief Justice Taney, the ultra-reac- fascist legislation, Eugene Dennis de-

clared,

the Union Army.

has already dismissed as "sheer nonsense" Eugene Dennis' claim that he
cannot be jailed for refusing to recognize the authority of a man whose
presence in Congress constitutes a
flagrant violation of the r4th Amendment.

The enormity of the opinion rendered by the Court of Appeals is
this: 9r years later, fudge Bennett
Champ Clark is still echoing Chief
Justice Roger Taney. The great Civil
War and Reconstruction victory embodied in the r4th Amendment goes
for naught-Judge Clark's court
holds that enforcement of the Constitution is optional, where it touches
on the rights of Negroes and Southern poor whites.
Consequently, the issue now comes
before the Supreme Court, which at
this writing has under consideration
Dennis'petition for a review of Judge
Clark's decision, rendered for the
U.S. Court of Appeals.
A brief review of the facts in the
Dennis case will help to distinguish
the special features r,vhich give it even

r9

behalf of the Communist Party. At
the same time, he stated categorically
that in thus exercising his rights as

the spokesman for a legal political

party, he in no way implied de lacto
recognition of the constitutionality

of the Thomas-Rankin

Committee.
Dennis appeared, and was sworn.
Immediately, and in obvious pursuance of a pre-arranged plan, l. Punell Thomas denied him the opportunity to present his testimony, or-

dered

him served with a

subpoena

which was ready at hand, and had
him hustled from the hearing room.
Incidentally, this is the same J. Parnell Thomas now facing trial on
charges of defrauding the government.

Eugene Dennis did not respond
to the subpoena, summoning him to
appear tiefore the inquisitors on April
9, 1947.Instead, he sent the committee a letter, setting forth his reasons
for holding it to be an unconstitutional body without legal authority
to order his appearance. He was summarily cited for "contempt of Con-

;l

to authorize such

investigation, but

on the contrary expressly forbidden
to do so by the First Amendment to
the Constitution.
For taking this stand, the iaunch

He charges that the Un-American
Committee is not in fact a lawful
committee of Congress, since it is
tainted with the illegality of lohn
Rankin's presence in Congress, where
he sits in violation of the second sec-

tion of the r4th Amendment.*
Significandy, it is this contentionthe distinguishing feature of the
Dennis case-which has won both
wide support among the Negro people and the special venom of Judge
Bennett Champ Clark.

ludge Clark arrogantly ruled that
Dennis "has set up an intricate system of calculation of his own from
which he has arrived at the conclusion satisfactory to himself." This
conclusion is that abridgement of the

Communist, Leon Josephson, has already served almost a year in prison.
Other patriotic Americans, like the

rights of voters in a given state
should be penalized by a proportional reduction in the number of
that state's representatives in Con-

Anti-fascist Eleven and the Holly-

gress,

wood Ten, share with Dennis the
honor of risking their own liberty in
order to preserve those liberties won
for the whole American people in the
great bourgeois democratic revolution of 1776, and guaranteed in the
Bill of Rights as the result of further
struggle.

But, as befits a leader of the Communist Party, Dennis has raised the

But the "intricate system of ."1..rlation" which demonstrates that Mississippi is not entitled to hold seven
seats in the Flouse of Representatives
was not worked out by Eugene Dennis. It resulted from nationwide anil
congressional discussions in the post* The full text of tbe section of the Deoois
brief dealing with the 14th Amendment will be
found in the December, 1947 issue of Pol.itical.

Affairs,
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Civil War period. It was the problem
that received the primary attention of
the Joint Committee on Reconstruction, and formed the subject of its

first report.
As the Dennis brief in support
of his petition for a writ of certiorari
from the Supreme Court points out,
congressional debate on proposals to
amend the Constitution to change the
basis for apportionment revolved
around two essential positions. "On
the one hand," Dennis argues in his
brief, "it was urged that Representatives should be apportioned on the
basis of the number of voters in each
State. On the other, many argued

for an

Amendment which would
eliminate from the total population all persons of any race or color
when the right to vote of any individual of that race or color was
denied or abridged within any State.

"The purpo.se of these proposals
was two-fold: firstly, to relate the
political power of any State to the
degree to which political liberty was
extended to its inhabitants, and
secondly, to encoLrrage the extension

of the franchise to the Negro people

in the South.

These objectives were

constantly reiterated during the
course of the debates in Congress."

The debate was resolved by the
adoption of the Fourteenth Amendrnent, whose second section provides
that when the right to vote in Federal elections is denied to any citi.eus
of voting age, or in any way abridged
in any state, that state's basis of rep-

resentation

in

Congress shall be pro-

portionally reduced.

Dennis offered to prove in the
lower court that denial and abridgment of the suflrage rights of the
Negro people in the state of Mississippi reaches an extent requiring a
reduction in that state's representation from'seven to four seats. Judge
Clark upheld the lower court judge,
who refused to permit the introduction of such proof.
The vindictiveness and vituperation of the Clark opinion hit a new
low in reactionary judicial writing.
Clearly, its political intent is to
smash this and all future attempts to
breech the system of white supremacy through demands for the
enforcement of the r4th Amendment.

To

conceal this potritical purpose,

)udge Clark brings forth a nurnber
of specious "legal" arguments-

"ansvrering"

his own

deliberate
distortions of the position taken by
Dennis. Chief among these is the

wholly false contention that Dennis
is making of the courts the "fantastic" demand that they annull all
laws passed with the participation
of representatives from poll-tax
states, and that they order the House
to reduce the representation of all
states which abridge the suffrage
rights of their citizens.
But Dennis is not herc contestit'rg
the validity of a law passed by Congress on the ground that an improperly elected representative from
Mississippi, or some other state, par-

ticipated in its enactmenr. He is not
directly calling on the court to require that Congress comply with rhe
provisions of the second section of
the r4th Amendment. In this case
Dennis is contending simply rhat,
since there was no constitutional
authority for the creation of seven

of noted Negro
Committee
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leaders

to form

the

to Enforce the Four-

teenth Amendment, which supported
Dennis with an amicws cwriac brief

in the U. S. Court of Appeals. In a
blistering attack on the Clark opinion
signed by an additional seventy-five
nationally known Negro

leaders,

for representatives from the this Committee recently urged tha
State of Mississippi-rhere was no Supreme Court to review the Denseats

office which John Rankin could lawfully Ell. And hence, in the wnrds of

the brief, "This Court is simply
asked to decline to comply, with a
Committee's insistence that the petitioner IDennis] be senr ro prison
upon the basis of his alleged refusal
to heed the summons of that Committee, among whose members was
a bald usurper of the mantle of

a

Congressman."

Thus Dennis has chosen firm legal
ground from which to make his
limited, though significant, arrack
on the whole system of Negro oppression in the United States.
Judge Clark has purposely brushed
aside the legal limitations placed by
Dennis on his appeal, precisely to
avoid giving an excuse for its dismissal. But broad sections of the Negro

people have associated thernselves

with the stand raken by the Com-

munist leader, correctly understanding that the whole struggle for Negro rights will be advanced if the
court refuses to punish him for
upholding the r4th Amendment by
challenging ]ohn Rankin's usurped
authority.

This understanding led a

group

nls case.
IJnfortunately, horvev&, the role
which the Dennis case can play in
the growing struggle against the na-

tional oppression of the Negro

peo-

ple is not generally recognized. Even
in the ranks of the Communist Party

there has been insufficient realization of the vast scope of the issues
involved, and a consequent failure
to rally the broad forces of the laborprogressive movement to a campaign for a reversal of Dennis' conviction.

Yet, the times and the Supreme
Court being what they are, only a
militant mass campaign can assure
that the high court will agree even
to review this historic case-nor to
speak of reversing the infamous
Clark decision.
The mass campaign for Supreme
Court review of the Dennis casealready too long postponed-cannot

be separated from the mass campaign to quash the indictment of
the twelve Communist leaders
whose heresy trial is scheduled for
fanuary r7th. Eugene Dennis is one
of those twelve, and it would well
serve the fascist aims of the |ustice
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Department to have the Communist
Party General Secretary appear in
the court room, as a defendant already serving a prison term.

But the Dennis contempt case
can be a two-edged sword. And if
we grasp the handle of its full significance, we can use it to cut
through the web of lies spun around
the Hitlerlike charge that the twelve
indicted members of our National
Committee "conspired to teach and
advocate the duty to overthrow the
United States government by force
and violence."
It is time to remind America that
the political forcbears of Eugene
Dennis and the other Communist
leaders were upholding the government of the United States, while the

slave holders and

Coppbrheads,

of the bipartisan monopolists, were conspiring to attempt its
forcible overthrow.
Yes, once again it is time to stir

forebears

the American workers and

people

to united action under "the single
impulse of resistance to a common
danger."

It is in thc spirit of

"constanrly

and deepening the inof the Declaration that we
must now bring into every shop,
union hall, chureh and community
spreading

fluence"

the word that the rights of, not

12,

Two Conventions

but twelve million times twelve

Americans are at stake in the case
of Eugene Dennis and the Communist Party National Committee.
The prosperity of the profiteering
men of the trusts has bred more rapacious tyrants than any dreamed

of by Jefierson or Lincoln. It has
bred the Wall Street urge to rule the
world and the twin dangers of fascism and imperialist war. As Robert
Minor, that veteran winner of "lost

causes" put it: "The focus today is
not Dred Scott, but another 'colored
man'-Mao Tse-tung. And this is a
world in which it is not safe for imperialists to say that the lynchers
must prevail."
The Declaration of Independence,
the Bill of Rights, and the constitutional amendments won in struggle
to implement the Emancipation
Proclamation remain "a hard nut
for them to crack."
The monopolists will never crack
it-if we go boldly and confidently
to the American workers and common people, rallying them to united
action in defense, not alone of the
Communist Party and its General
Secretary-but in defense of their
own democratic rights.

ol

Lahor:

The Situation in the Trade Union illlotlemellt
by John

Williamson

\Mnr,rnrn by accidEnt or design,
both the A. F. of L. and the C.LO.
Conventions were held in citiesCincinnati and Portland-that

Flotels, and the waterfront and log-

ging camps of Oregon. Actually,
what blew in Portland, or in Cincinnati for that matter, was not
"fresh breezes," but only the foul
smog of Wall Street conspiracies

are

traditionally Republican, have small
labor movements, and are still saturated with the poison of Jim Crow-

against the people of the world and
against our own workers, sweetened

ism. The Neu Republrc correspondent noted this, observing that Portland is "a congenitally conservative
city" that put its "Jim Crow policies
in mothballs for a week," adding
that "it is obvious that the national
'ofEcers
[C.I.O.] should consider similar decisions in the future" because
it means there can be less pressures
upon the convention from workers
in the galleries. Indicative of the
change in policy and outlook of the
dominant C.I.O. leadership in this
respect was the comment of Righr
wing Secretary Stanley Earl of the
Oregon C.I.O. Council: "Why take
the C.I.O. to trade union centers
such as New York and Cleveland."
Earl's conclusion was that "we
ought to see that it goes every year
to some community where fresh
breezes need to blow."
But the "fresh breezes" that blew
in Portland did not reflect the interests or moods of the workers in
the basic industries. There was, in
reality, a span of continents between
the Multnomah and New Heathman

up with the perfumed demagogy of
Social Democracy and bourgeois liberalism.
Before examining the policies and

decisions oI these two important
Iabor conventions, ler us examine
briefly the political situation in which
they met, and the way in which this
situation had an effect upon, or relationship to, the problems before
both conventions.
(r) There is a sharpening of reIations between the two world camps

of peace and of imperialism. On the
one side, there is the strengthening
of the camp of progress and democracy. This is seen in the heightened
world role of the Soviet Union, leading all the peace-loving forces, in
thwarting the war-provoking designs
of Wall Street imperialism. It is seen
in the rapid postwar recovery of the
Soviet Union and in the great progress of the New Democracies. Worldshaking in their effects also are rhe
great victories of the Chinese Liberation Armies, which are striking a
23
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TWO CONVENTIONS OF LABOR

mighty blow for freedorn against im- ance that the Eco'omic Royalists
perialism in general and American speak for the trusts alone.
imperialism in particular. Of signifi- (r) The second fearure of the
cance, too, is the continued progress overall political situation that formed
of the liberation forces in Greece, de- a backdrop for both labor convenspite American aid to _the royalist- tions is the Truman electoral victory,
fascist regime, and the growing a Communist estimate of which wis
struggles of the working class

in

the

countries of the so-called Wesrern
Union against their own exploiters
and Social-Democratic lackeys, as
well as against the U.S. imperialist

in the December r94B issue of Politica:l Affairs. Here we
must take note of the progressive
intentions of the majority of working-class voters, even though these
published

popuration'

situation

in the country, which is

intensifying and multiplying the economic problems of the workers. A
crisis of overproduction, whose outbreak has becn delayed primarily by

the production of war material and
reserves, as well as by Marshall Plan

in the

making.

kitty

::ilil': ,i'; *:f,1. Tillr*Iu.il

',#";i,:1 ?l'L':H:lrj#i.T
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itself destroyed an old myth. The

ers. These representatives of the Progressive Party and Waliace campast are desperately trying to hold paign brought forward the real isback the onward torrents of social

if they must plunge
the world into a new war of destruction in a vain effort to save the Profit
System rnd everytlring it represents.
progress, even

the

setting is the deteriorating economic

The billions of dollars in the war

On the other side is the camp of mistakenly thought, as a result of
reaction and imperialist war, orgar- Truman's demagogy, that a Truman
ized and led by Wall Streer and victory would bring.
We know the historic significance
of the launching of the Piogressive

The feeiings of hatred toward

in the form of

Progressive Party.
-the
(3) Another feature of the overall

exports, is definitely

intervention. Completing the picture,

there are the moods of struggle
among the American workers and
other exploited and oppressed sections or the

dent political action

a third party of labor and the people

very word American which are de- that, in their majority, the workers
veloping among the peoples of the and the Negro people are clear as to
earth as a result of the Wall Sffeer- the r-ole of the Republican Party,
Washington role of imperialist gen- but that they are still vacillating bedarme, demand that the voice of the tween the Democratic Party, with
American people, of the workers in its demagogy and exploitation of
the first place, convey the reassur- rhe mantle of. F.D.R., and indepen-
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Plan has forced European textile mills
to close down, our own export of textiles has decreased in the past year.
Result: the textile mills of Ghent,
in Belgium, work four days a week
and mills in Lawrence and New- Bedford work four days a weekl*

Reports are coming in from all
over the country of growing unemployment, particularly in facrories
producing consumer goods: radios,
washing machines, furniture, electrical appliances, etc. For the first
time in several years, unemployment

cannot, however, solve in any
decisive way the problems of markets----either domestic or foreignfor the bourgeoisie. On the contrary,
the basic inner contradictions of cap-

is growing substantially and is again
becoming a real problem for the
American trade union movement.

and

nomic conditions, which, to all in-

italism are growing sharper

more intense by the day as the program of Wall Street unfolds. k is
reported that, despite the Marshall
Plan, there is a z4 percent decline in
foreign trade. A number of American industries have been and are
being hard-hit by the effects of the
Marshall Plan on European economy. Typical of this is textile. The
recent pamphlet, What's Ahead for

Textile Worrters, points out:

. . . Our American Big Business men
operate through the Mishall PIan on
this principle: Sell all you can and buy
as littlc a.s you can. And, at the same
tirne, they ruin European industry in
the Marshall Plan counrries.

The result is that these countries
a "dollar shortage." They

suffer from

have no dollars to buy Ameriian goodi.

That is why, even while the Mirshall

These developments result

in

a

steady worsening of the workers eco-

tents and purposes, received no atten-

tion at either convention. As

the

postwar boom loses its force the capitalists try to shift the burdens onto

the shoulders of the workers

by

speedup-a tremendous increase in
the exploitation of the workers on
the job. In some places, this is combined with the extended introduction

of

labor-saving machinery. Further,

the monopoly course of maintaining
and raising prices results in the constant slashing of real wages. Add to
this the reduction of the work-week
in some factories and the accumulation of a host of other grievances, and

the workers' cause for alarm is unquestionable.

These developments explain the
_- -r lmanqel Blum and Joseph C. Figuieredo.
lVbat's Abead lor Textile lVoikqt. The -Commonist Parry of New England. 1948, pp. 19-20.
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mood of resistance and the emergence of struggles on the part of the
workers in both C.I.O. and A. F. of
L. unicns, irrespective of leadership,

and against it if necessary. This has
not yet reached wide-spread proportions; but recently the Ford workers
in Detroit developed great concern
over, and undertook action against,
the growing speedup, and the textile
workers in Lawrence rejected efforts
to introduce a system of 4o looms

per worker as against 36. There was
the strike waged by the fighting
rank-and-file of the East Coast A. F.
of L. Iongshoremen, against the op-

position of the Ryan

machine,

around the two vital issues of speed-

up and security.
On the basis of this sketchy

state-

ment of the overall situation in
which the union federations convened, it is crystal clear that there
is no basis for pessimism today regarding the American working

class.

While we cannot ignore the influence of national chauvinism among
some sections of the workers, and an
increase in the influence of Social-

Democracy, it would be fundamentally incorrect to speak of the masses
of workers moving to the Right. We
must not confuse the increased ac-

commodation of reformist trade
union leaders to the program of
American imperialism and the capitulation of certain trade union
leaders formerly associated with the
Left as a result of the pressure and
intimidation of American imperialism, with the real moods of the great

mass
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of trade union

members.
Rather, we must understand:

(r) That the potential ability of

the trade unions, with their increased
numerical strength and strong roots
in decisive industry, to defeat the attacks of Big Business, has been clearly
demonstrated in the postwar period.

Labor weathered the initial
slaughts

on-

of the trusts after World

II with far greater success than
was able to achieve in the face of
similar attacks after the First World
War. The defeats sufiered by the
War

it

organized workers in the recent
period-and there have been important ones in both the political
and economic fields-have been primarily due to: (a) the failure of the
unions to develop aggressive struggles by the workers in support of
pending anti-monopoly legislation
and against anti-labor legislation;
(b) labor's neglect with regard to
gaining adequate allies in common
struggles from among the Negro
people, poor farmers, and sections
of the middle class; (c) the role of
misleadership performed by the reformist and Social-Democratic trade
union leaders in directing their attack against the Left-progressives
and the Communists instead of
against the trustsl and (d) the con-

tinued weakness of the Left-progressives in a number of trade

unions, and of the Communist Party
itself, in all the basic industries.
(z) That while it is true that the
great mass of trade unionists still do
not challenge the political domina-
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tion of t
it would

this fact

ing of American workers endangers
the consistency of their strugglesiwe
must ioin with the workers in their
struggles on things they are ready
to fight for, and-help'them drarv
more fundamental conclusions. To
place the readiness of the workers to
struggle against the Marshall plan
we Communists know it must
-and
be struggled against-as a yardstick
to determine whether or not the
workers are_moving to the Righr, is
fundamentally unsound.

Harry Bridges, or they would
"never" sign a contract until the In-

ternational Longshoremen's and
lJnion signed the
Iaft-Hartley yellow-dog iffidavits.
Among other significant struggles
there ltere the East Coast International Longshoremen's Association
Warehousemen's

strike, the brewery workers' strike,
struggles in the various building
trades, and the continuous struggle
of the Ford workers against speedup
of these struggles being waged
-all
in opposition to various types of
Right-wing leaders.
In developing the struggle around
such issues as wages, layof{s, defense
of the trade unions, etc., the key

perialist purposes of the Marshall
Plan and are fighting against it as
contrary to the interests of the American workers and people; and (z)
other rmportant sections of the work_
to

in
osec-

link whereby the rank-and-file can
be won away from the policies of
the Right-wing trade union leaders
consists in the maximum use of the
united front tactic.
It is precisely because of the continued existence of militant moods
of struggle among the rank and file
and because of the outlook of greater
struggles to come as a result of the
deteriorating economic situation and
the increased activity and strength

of the Communist Party,

especially

among the basic workers organized

in the C.I.O., that the bourgeoisie
West Coast maritime workers who,

is particularly determined to remove
the C.I.O. as a rhreat to their war
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plans. The bourgeoisie is therefore
under the cloak of patriotism enlist-

ing as much of the C.I.O.

leader-

ship as possible in sr-rpport of its
imperialist foreign policy.
The real reason for the Red-baiting hysteria of Phil Murray at PortIand is that he, also, has some inkling
of the moods of the members, and
he knows that this militancy will
nount as the economic situation
worsens. With nothing but the Marshall Plan to offer the workers, since

his support of the cold-war policy
of American imperialism strips him
of all ability to make an elfective

fight on

economic issues, lvlurray
tries to cover up by resorting to flag-

waving and anti-Communist

hys-

tena.

What stood out at both conventions, but especially at the C.I.O.,
is the role o[ a new combination of
forces representing Social-Democracy, bourgeois liberalism, labor re-

formism, and Roman

Catholic

Church influence-a coalition that is
on the ascendancy and unfolding a
class collaboration policy

with

new

wrinkles.

AN ESTIMATE OF THE
A. F. OF L. CONVENTION
The outstanding thing that characterized the 1948 A. F. of I.. convention was not only that this assernblage had nothinrr in commou
with the real moods of growing sections of the rar-rk-and-file A. F. of L.
mernbers, but that it did not even
make an efiort to engage in lip ser-
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vice to these moods and needs of the

members. Even the conventional
stock resolutions adopted each year
in support of the shorter work-week
and opposing Universal MilitarY
Training were omitted.
As regards a wage policy, the emphasis at the convention was to discourage a fight for wage increases,
while presumably calling for price
reduction. But on the specific ques-

tion of price control the convention
shied away from taking an afrrmative policy. Indications of the character of this policy on such an elementary trade union questioll as wageprice policy is the National Association of Manufacturers' praise of the
A. F. of L. for its "sane" approach
to wages and prices.
On foreign policy the A. F. of L.'s
position was not an iota diflerent
from that of Big Business. The resolutions called for the strengthening
of military alliances with Western
Europe, continued support of the
Marshall Plan, further integration of
the non-Soviet zones in Germany,
and revision of the U.N. charter
with special attention to the exclusion of the so-called veto. The convention actually went further, to show
that it is more anti-Soviet than the
men of Wall Street, by cailing for the
"breaking ofi of trade relations with

the Soviet

Union.

."

Generally

A. F. of L. convention
aped American imperialism prospeaking, the

to the complete neglect of the urgent needs and problems of its own members.

grammatically

A substantial part of the convention time, including 4o pages of the
printed Oficers' Report, was spent
on "oyerseas activity." This is a
cover-up name for the activities of
a number of A. F. of L. leaders hired
by the government or sent directly
by the A. F. of L. to sell the Marshall
Plan and to organize fifth column
movements inside the originally
united trade union federation of all
the European, Latin American, and
Asian countries. The central objectives are to smash the World Federation of Trade Unions and the
Latin American Confederation of
Labor (C.T.A.L.) to prevent a really
militant, democratic trade union
federation from arising in Germany
and Japan; and to try to restore to
posts'of leadership all the rifr-rafr of
discredited Social-Democratic trade
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bassador-banker Harriman, certain
doubts as to whether Truman would
"deliver" on his promises were expressed throughout the convention.

The A. F. of L. spokesmen

there-

fore did talk about momeDtary pressure on Congressmen for repeal of
the Taft-Hartley Act, although they

admitted they were not against retaining some of its worst features.
It is also important to note that
for the first time the usual Red-baiting attacks upon the C.LO. were absent. The emphasis, on the contrary,
was on re-establishing organic unity,
for "we have more in common than
we have differences."
While Social-Democracy, as typified by Reuther and Rieve, is not as
decisive in the A. F. of L. as in the
C.l.O., nevertheless there was registered in Cincinnati an increase in
Social-Democratic participation and

union leaders from prewar times.
William Green disclosed that 16o influence. The Social-Democrats
millions of dollars have been spent form the backbone of the "overseas
by the A. F. of L. since r943-mostly activity" cadres, who are under the
during the last two years---on this direction of the expelled renegade,
type of "overseas activity."
Jay Lovestone. They play a considerThe A. F. of L. bureaucracy tried able role in the L.L.P.E. David Duto certer a lot of attention on their binsky, and Alex Rose of the millinnewly organized but little function- ery workers' union were rnore prom-

ing Labor's League for Political Education (L.L.P.E.) They decided to
establish it permanently and set it
up on a_ community basis as well,
and stated their readiness to cooperate with other, sirnilar organizations. In this connection it should
be noted that, despite the speeches
of Vice-President-elect Barkley, Secretary o[ Labor Tobin, and Am-

inent at this conventioa than usually.
Sponsored by the International Ladies Garment Workers' Ijnion and
the Netu Leader, the notorious erstwhile Trotskyite and anti-Sovieteer,
Max Eastman, made a speech that
registered a new low for any A. F.

of L. convention in historv. He concluded his lynch-spirit fulmination
of anti-Soviet and anti-Communist
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slanders by imploring the delegates

not to "kill the goose thar laid the
golden eggs," adding: "Capitalism
is the only goose that ever laid golden

eggs." Eastman knew well that he
didn't have to give such advice to
the majority of those present; he is
aware that these "labor businessmen"
don't have anything in common with
their rank-and-fi1e, and that the
"golden eggs" of capitalism are the

sheerest

fairy tale to the

average

A. F. of L. member.
It is of major significance to note
that the A. F. of L. reported a duespaying membership of 7,zz3,ooo, exclusive of the disaffiliated United
Mine Workers of America and the
International Association of Machinists. This constitutes some 6o percent
of the organized working class in
the country, and important lessons
must be drawn from this fact.
In a self-critical way, we must recognize once again that although
some beginnings have been made
toward influencing workers in A. F.
of L. organized industries, particularly outstanding being the East
Coast longshore strike and various
experiences in California, nevertheless the Party generally continues to
underestimate and even ignore these
A. F. of L. 'workers. While the na-

tional Trade Union Department has
actively participated in these limited
activities, there is a strong tendency

in our own day-to-day work to separate A. F. of L. and C.I.O. activity
into two separate compartrnents and
to concentrate on the latter.

Throughout the years,
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it

has been

time after time that
when the A. F. of L. rank

demonstrated

precisely
and file is moving forward, the A. F.

of L. bureaucracy will intensify it.s
support of the reactionary policies of
American capitalism. Was this not
historically so in regard to the struggle for unemployed insurance, recognition of the Soviet lJnion, organization of the unorganized in the

mass production industries, etc., etc. ?

The mere weight of nearly B million
members emphasizes that these are
workers who are little different from
those

in C.I.O. union, and reem-

phasizes the decisive importance of
increased activity on the part of the
Left-progressive .forces.

The key to a fundamental change

toward influencing A. F. of L.
workers is to fight to have the
Party understand that trade union
work is the responsibility of the entire Party and not just of a Department, and above all to master the
methods of working amongst the

BASIC POLICIES OF THE
RIGHT LEADERSHIP

The Right-wing majority at this
convention led by Murray and Reuther, followed a political policy that:
gave support to the reactionary foreign policies and activities of American imperialism; pledged to adhere
to, and work within the framework
of, the two-party system of capitalism, and to support President Truman; slavishly repeated all of the
anti-Soviet and anti-Communist slanders that one expects to find in the

Hearst press; and in all domestic
affairs evidenced a class-collaborationist approach that would not collide with this orientation.
How far the C.I.O. leadership and
Phil Murray have traveled can be
gleaned by contrasting the foreign
policy resolutions adopted in r946
and

1948. 'Ln ry46,

'

See

Deily Vorher, December 6-8, 7948, atd

agree-

We reject all proposals for American participation in any bloc or alliance which would destroy the unity of
the Big Three. . . .

for anything that speaks the

clear and correct language with refereDce to the struggle for peace. lt is
not to b'e found. Actually, it is Murray himself who has repudiated 1946
by stooping to a gutter level of and-

requires first and above all assurances
that there will not be a resurgence of

Tbe lV'orker, December P.-El'

and

er, pressule

The foreign policy of our country
must be in the interest of all our people and not merely for the benefit of

AN ESTIMATE OF THE

portance.

.

Above all the common people of this
country demand that there be a fulfillment of the basic policy of our late
President Roosevelt for friendship and
unity among the three great warrimc
allies. . . .
The President recognized that friendonly from

the foreign policy

afew....

In a series of articles in the Daily
Worfter* this writer has alreedy gone
into much detail on the C.i.O. Convention. It is sufficient to emphasize
here that which is of decisive im-

lars.

resolution stated in part:

rank-and-file workers.

C.I.O. CONVENTION

3r

suit our nation now has an annual
military budget of billions of dol-

We know that an enduring

peace

militarism or Nazism within Germany
or |apan. For that reason there must
be a fulfillment of the agreement between the big powers of the complete
demilitarization, utter destruction of

all vestiges of fascism. . . .
We know that an enduring peace
requires an early agreement for
world disarmament. Grandiose demonstrations of military power . . . do not
lend themselves to .
trust. As a r.-

above

Soviet and anti-Communist slander
and name-calling unparalleled anywhere except in the filth of the Peglers, Riesels, and Von Wiegands.
Mr. Murray will be indignant at this
characterization, but let him re-read
his daily speeches in the record. The

foreign policy resolution this year
whispers not a word for Big Three
unity. Instead it condemns the Soviet
Union; it supports the Marshall Plan;
it is silent regarding the restoration
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of the Nazis and the Nazi cartels in
Germany; it condemns the alleged
misusc of the veto in the U.N.; it
supports the bi-partisan foreign pol-

icy with its cold war leading to a
new war; it speaks out against disarmament, and for the first time does
not go on record against peace-time

military conscription.
The logic of this political position
of the Convention maiority led to:

(r)

Complete neglect

of most of the burning

or

evasion

issues confronting the workers, such as speedup and the short work-week and

unemployment. There was no plan

for the militant defense of conditions
on a day-to-day basis in the shops,
no real outlook for.a fighting policy
on wage increases, etc. In fact, one
even detected a note of preparation
for a program of austerity for one
resolution refers to "the drains necessarily occasioned by rearmament and
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first time in years, to mention and
greet the C.T.A.L.
(4) A sharp restriction on the tra-

ditionally democratic practices of the
C.I.O. This is evidenced in the burealrcratic lifting of the charter of
the New York C.LO. Council merely
because the latter did not goose-step
in line with Truman and the Marshall Plan. It was further seen in the
unprecedented Executive Board ac-

tion of issuing a 6o-day ultimaturn
to the Farm Equipment Union
(F.E.) dictatorially ordering that

union to merge with the United Auto
Workers (U.A.W.) without so much
as consulting the democratic will of

F.E. members. This trend

was

capped by the resolution giving the

Executive Board power to move
against the jurisdiction as well as
the very existence of Internationals
that do not accept political dictatesdictates that would destroy the au-

tonomy and independence of thotrght
theE.R.P...."
conscience that was one of the
and
Ne(z) Lower representation by
gro workers than at previous con- cornerstones on which the C.I.O. was

ventions, and a most formal and
routine approach to the problems of

founded.

the Negro people-limited essentially
to civil rights. The Right-wing machine running the convention ma-

Murray-Reuther Convention majority correspond neither to the feelings
nor the interests of the C.I.O. membership. Over the last year, strike
struggles in such industries as mari-

chinery also pursued the condescending practice of following up a Leftprogressive Negro delegate-speaker
by one of t}le other, few Negro leaders tied to the Right-wing majority
machine.

(3) The laying of the foundations
for withdrawing the C.I.O. from the
W.F.T.U., and the failure, for the

The actions of this Righrwing

time, packing, auto, communications,
and brewery, and the expression of

rank-and-file moods

of

struggle

among workers in Ford's, New York
transport, the rubber convention, etc.,
all indicate the real spirit of the

workers.

This sentiment, especially

in view of t}re presence of a Left-progressive minority fighting at the Con-
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American labor-which "is peculiarly

qualified to bridge a gap that

has

vention, could not as it was at the
A. F. of L. Convention, be completely excluded at the C.I.O. meetings.

been growing between the United

Therefore, resolutions were adopted
calling for repeal of the Taft-Hartley
Act, protection of civil rights and of
democracy, farmer-labor unity, a better Fair Labor Standards Act, and

ment of Western Europe in the interests of U.S. imperialism's designs
to dominate the world.
The Right-wing coaiition of maiority leadership that emerges from
this Convention is a combination of

rent control, and opposing injunction. The Executive Board also called

for the abolition of the House UnAmerican Committee. Even the anemic wage resolution is a sop designed
to placate the growing discontent be-

low. These actions should be utilized
to develop mass struggles by the
members----o f al.l afrliates-thereby ex-

posing the reactionary character of

the overall C.I.O. program, with

which such struggles musr inevitably
collide.

The widely-publicized keynote political address of the convention, that
of Supreme Court Justice William

O. Douglas, laid the ideological foun-

dations for the class-collaborationist
policies and actions of the convention. Douglas, singling out Reuther
for special praise as one of the present-day labor leaders who furthered
such class-collaborationism,* went on

to deride the idea of the existence of
class and of a class struggle in the
U.S.-"the American way builds a
classless society without exploitation

of any group"-and to call upon

t See, for example, Rother's spech at the 7947
Boston C.I.O. convention, io which were voiced
essentially the sme notioos s those prached by
Douglas.

States and

column

Europe"-to act as a fifth

in the working<lass

move-

Social-Democrats, Murray-supporters,
and the Association of Catholic Trade
Unionists. Its leadership is personi-

fied by Murray and Reuther, neither
of whom is subordinate to the other
and between whom there was abso-

lutely no difierence on basic policy
at this Convention. It is impo.rtant,
nevertheless, to take note that this
convenLion of the C.I.O. has gone a
long way toward adopting in full the
Social-Democratic policies that Reuther represents. The Reuther forces
and ideoiogy can therefore be said to
have greatly extended their infuence
at this convention.

ROLE, PROGRAM AND ACTIVT.
TIES OF LEFT-PROGRESSIVES

The Left-progressive current in
the C.I.O. was represented for the
first time at a C.I"O. convention by
its own independent program on
fundamental issues. These issues
comprised higher wages, condemna-

tion of the raiding of

progressive

unions by Right-wing unions, complete repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act,

and criticism of C.I.O. Secretary
|ames

A. Carey's

testimony before
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the House Labor Committee as an Selly (International President of the
unprincipled attack on the United American Communications AssociaElectrical Workers. The Left-pro. tion). Any notion that the Left-progressives demanded support for a gressive forces "collapsed" or sufreal peace policy based on the pro- fered a "debacler" or that the Leftgram of American-Soviet friendship progressive forces based their conlaunched by F.D.R., and opposition vention preparations on accommoto the present atomic diplomacy of dating themselves to Murray's procold war, the Truman Doctrine, and gram, is neither in accord aith the
the Marshall Plan. It presented a facts nor a corrcct analysis.
In fact, an important feature of
positive estimate of trade union support for the Progressive Party and this convention is the new role of the
Wallace as a contribution in the elec- Left-progressive forces. This is so
tion campaign; and for united action because:
(r) For a long time during the
and reliance on labor's own strength,
life
of the basically correct Leftthe
good
of
the
Administranot
will
tion, to secure the things for which Center coalition Qy6-ry46\ the Left
the trade unionists voted. The Left- forces too often did not bring forprogressives called for a united C.I.O. ward, or fight for, their own indewith the right to political difierence pendent position.
(z) At the ry47 Boston convention,
and with an immediate end to union
the Left-progressive forces mainraiding.
The majority of the Left-progres- tained the expression of the Leftsiue and Communist lorces lought Center coalition through the medium
lor this prograru at the Conuention of unanimous but unclear resoluand in its comntittees and cleaily ex- tions, although there was no unanipressed the position o'f the Lelt on mous policy.
(:) At the Executive Board meetfundamental issues, thereby creating
a new precedent and a new oppor- ings of ]anuary and September, t948,
tunity for bringing these issues to the the Left-progressive Executive Bdard
ranfts of the utorfters. Despite hys- members expressed their viewpoints
teria and intimidation, and lack of in a negative way by voting against
unity in the ranks of the Left-pro- Murray's policies on controversial
gressive forces themselves, the con- points, but were never able as a
vention record shows many delegates group to sponsor a common minorfighting for this program. Outstand- ity viewpoint on policy.
(4) Therefore, at this convention,
ing in the overall work of the convention and of the-Executive Board when a Left-progressive minority
was the leadership of Ben Gold (In- policy was introduced and fought for,
ternational President of the Fur and even though it still demonstrated a
Leather WorkerslUnion) and Joseph certain lack of unity of the Left, an
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important step forward
ests

of all

members
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in the inter-

of the C.I.O.

was taken.

Without detracting from the sigof intr6ducing and fighting for a consrructive Left-progressive program-which
deserves the main emphasis
- the
C.I.O. members, and in the first
innificance and contri"bution

,l
I
I

,i

the conditions of the American work-

ers and the whole people through
wage- cuts, speedup, increased taxes,

layoffs, regimentaiion
ions, etc,

of trade un-

The question arises: Why the diin the ranks of the Left-progressive forces at the Conventi^on?
Undoubtedly there is no one anvision

port Committees signed the minority reports; tlre vore of such delegations as U.E., longshore, and the furniture workers in support of the Officers' Report; the i"ilur. of some

a lesson to such delegations as those from the packinghoise

should be

and shoe workers.
However, there are some more fundamental reasons. Should any Leftprogressive trade union leaders have
interpreted the election of Truman

asa

that

toa

tracting from the established record
Left-progressive unions as

of the

several

million supporters it actually
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the interests of their own membership and of the whole C.I.O. is the

iob. In the course of struggles around

urgent need todaY.

mosg the advanced workers must
help-all the workers ,o arr*loil,i."i
conclusions; th

CO.ORDINATION OF ALL LEFT.
PROGRESSIVE FORCES AND A
PROGRAM FOR THE LEFTPROGRESSIVE TREND

IN

AMERICAN LABOR
defending their position instead of
being chopped to pieces one bY one,
,r. th. miin t.rtoos for the division

in the ranks of

the Left-progressive

The Left-progressive trend in the
ftade unions is not limited to any
given union, but is developing in the
b.I.o., the A. F. of L., and independent unions.

It

represents forces

forces at the convention.
Contributing to this situation was
the absence of complete unity of action on the part of a few Communist
forces at thJconvention, although the

tn ail levels,

majority, joined by the other Leftprog.esiiv. forces, made a fight and
registered their Position.

in both Left- and Right-led

Without minimizing the

main

shortcomings, as well as certain other
weaknesses-on the part of the Leftprogressives in their preparations {or

ihe- convention, the central thing
that stands out is the positive feature
of the introduction of the Program
of the progressives and their fight
on its behalf.
The convention exPeriences emphasize the need for alertness by all
Left-progressives to the Right-wing
-of
"diuide and conquer" by
strategy
threats or flattery. The Left-progressive ranks, irrespective of events at
Portland, must be reunited and further strengthened. Maximum unitY

of all

Lefi-progressive forces

in the

struggle around issues that advance

including internationals
and divisions of internationals; but
above all, its base is the active, grow-

ing force of local union leaders, thop

stewards, and rank-and-file members

unioru.
Together, this is a Potentially power-

ful-force. Its greatest problem is to
learn how to assert. and extend its
influence among the rank and file

and to oYercome the verY grave
weaknesses of lack of unitY and of
a common approach to basic Prob-

lems.

MAIN EMPHASIS ON W'ORK
AMONGST THE RANKAND.FILE

In
or Ri
to str
ests

strengthen the union itself as a fighter for those interests, is to activate
and win the rank and file for Progressive policies. This means solid
work primarily in the shop, on the

those issues that arouse

the

il. *;k;;;

united fighting front around

issues on which they agree.

and fiJe.

It

such

PROGRAM OF STRUGGLE

connection

immediate issues
reactionary.program of Big Business
and the Administration.
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.The

c_entral

nsrt is to

organize

the arcrlgrs and leid them in'united
struggle for delense of their eco-

nomic and political interests. Efr.ec_
tive application of the united front

means strengthening and

extending the shop iteward and
gn:valc.e sysrerru, and bringing the
Ieadershlp and membership into

closer contact.

The rooting-of activity in, and
,
oevelopment of st uggle on, issues
undersrood by the rank and file is
the only effective way to maintain
the. unity
the union, expose the
policies of-o!Right reJormist^ leaders,
and maintain in
$ve supp

pro€ram and a concerted plan of
action which takes into account not
only the role of the Left-progressive
trade unions, bur also th. irilitr.,t

leadership,
and in the

gles show the co
the economic and political issues.
With ttris approach, we nevertheless believe it is necessary and pos_
sibb to maintain existing coalitions
of leadership- which
6"r.d ,fo,
a program of struggle"..
on those issues
representing the needs of the rank
and file. Moreover, such coalitions

grouJth of reaction, to the struggle
for their economic demands. e oiJoaganda campaign must be launchJd

on all levels. Even where there are
sharp differences on certain basic

discussing the issue itielf, and the
concrete way in which it can be

should be strenEhened and extended

programmadc questions, all trade un_
ionists should strive to establish a

rssues as wages, speedup, layofis, the

3o-hour week, etc.

In the course

of

around the issue"of the
3o-hour week,

raised,

_ particularly

in

industries

where layofis and ipeedup are being
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felt the most. It should be our

ob-

iective to help develop a nationwide
movement and coalition on this issue'

include many of the restric-which
tive features of the Taft-Hartley law

itself. The Left-progressive forces
should take the lead on this issue

TWO CONVENTIONS OF LABOR

will help determine whether Truman

and
will
the
such

ship
uare

ther
the

while working in co-operation with
the rest of the labor movement in attemDtins to build the broadest united
frorr^t *6u.-ents of labor on a local,

workers

to bear on the officialdom
igainst accepting any "compromise"

growing numbers, will become aware
of, and combat, the class-collaboration policies and maneuvers of the
Murray-Reuther leadership.

will be smashed.
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THE COMMUNIST PARTY AND
TRADE UNION WORK

Estimate of Deaelopments in the
Trade Union Field, and Perspectiues

As a result of the involvement of

now and reiect all attemPts to tie

Right-led unions.

(:) B. aleft on, and keeP to the

fore within the framework of the
general struggle, the specific issues
ihat confront the Negro workers.

pressure

meatrrres. The Left-progressive forces

in the trade unions, in co-operation
with all other progressive forces,

should also take the initiative to see
that the provisions of the Wagner
Labor Aci and the Norris-LaGuardia
anti-injunction act are introduced in
Congress, and that a real fight is
conducted in and out of Congress
for their enactment into law'

Since the time when our party

attained any degree

of Marxist-Leninist maturity, there has been one
overall strategic line guiding us in
trade union work-the mainlenance
of contact with the main body of

rvorkers in the organized labor move-

program

of

organization. Without
Party has only one basic and uniform

the concrete

ap_

neral policy will
to industry, and

and file for these demands.
ment of such progressive legislation.

Only through this kind of struggle
will' the workers learn to dePend
upon their own organized strength
and break with the tendency to regard gains which are won as the
the Truman Administration can well gifrs of the Truman Administration
result in their accepting the so-called or the reformist labor leaders. The
compromises of Truman and Tobin effectiveness of such a legislative fight

THE T4TH NATIONAL
CONVENTION

The r4th National

Convention

gave our Party the required estimate
of new. developments: it analyzed

and. not merely to the signing of our work and policies,
and outlined
cards-as the decisive forri of" ac- perspectives and tasks.
within the
tivity.
general framework of convention de_

TWO CONVENTIONS OF LABOR
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cisions, this applies to trade union
work as to every other major field
of activity.
The Convention, examining the relationship of forces, emphasized that
"the ceniral task of the Party in this

period is to help forge the broadest
people's anti-monopoly and Peace
coalition, in which the working class
must play the leading role."
After ananyzing the trends in the
labor movement, the relationship be-

ac'
Jed

ti

uof
C.I.O.-to first

place

if

issues are made clear and ef-

fective leadership is provided.
3. The need to influence the workers, on the basis of their own experiences and struggles, toward,becoming the backbone of the develop-

ing

anti-monopoly, peace coalition
and of its organized political exPression, the Progressive Party.
4. The need of the Left-Progressive-led trade unions to unite their

strength and co-ordinate their

tivities.

ac-

d-fi1e

trade
these

in our overall

work.

The need to develop struggles
on the basis of maximum unitY of
labor, and in the course of such
struggles to raise the level of class
consciousness of the workers.
6.

Communist.

4r

influence amongst the workers in all
reactionaryled unions, whether A. F.
of L., C.I.O., or unaffiliated. We especially lay stress on the need further_ to
our work among

A. F. of-improve
L. workers and to eliminl
ate all tendencies in our ranks which

base themselves on the view that successc-ul activity among A. F. of L.

worliers is impossible.

7. The need for a sharP change toconsistent PoIicY and Program of Party concentration among
ihe workers in the basic industries.
B. The need, in the course of developing the
efiectively to
fight against

wird a

tween the Party and the working
class, and the breakup of the LeftCenter coalition in the C'I.O., and
after self-critically examining all our
trade union work, especially our setbacks, the Convention adoPted the
following main perspectives and tasks laborationist
movement.
in the trade union field:
the Policies
Basin
r. The need for all Communist of our
and in the
trade unionists to relate their day-tos, including
light
of
day work to longer-term perspectives
L. conventhe C.I
(which were outlined by the Con- tions, what are our main perspectives
vention).
for the immediate period ahead ?
z. The necessity for develoPing
confidence in the ability and willing- FIGHT FOR UNITED TRADE
ness of workers to struggle and fight
UMONS ON A DEMOCRATIC
back

but with main attention devoted to

BASIS

We emphasize the need' for continued and intensified work inside the
existing trade union centers with accompanying steps to formulate and
clarify a Left-progressive program
and rally maximum support behind
it. Within the A. F. of L., the work
will be exclusively among the rank-

and-file and the local union activists. In the C.I.O., there must be a
combination of work on all levels,

miners, machinists, and railroad

fluencing and winning the worfters

tor a correct policy that advances
their interests. Once won for correct
policies, the workers themselves will
carry the fight into their mass organi-

zations. With the A. F. of L.-representing some 6o per cent of the

Proposals that Iead away from the
6ght
to remain in the CJ.O. and to
restore it to the membership and to

We

emphasize, tlerefore, the de-

cisive importance of augmenting our

progressive policies, are unsound and

to the present interests of
the members, and do not correspond
contrary

TWO CONVENTIONS OF LABOR
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to an exact estimate of the overall

situation in the labor movement at
this moment.

RIGHT AND "LEFT'' ATTACKS
ON PARTY TRADE
UNION POLICY
sound

at

the

-critical

n work

of. the PartY, Communist trade
unionists have been able to join

There are still serious weaknesses
that the Party must direct itself to
overcoming, as we have indicated in
this articlg but progress has been
made in carrying out the Convention
oolicv.

^ As'could be exPected, the PartY's
trade union work is under attack

Here? This is not the Place to expose this Browderite slander. Where
Browder is going is no longer an open

sponsible for breaking up the Lefti..rt..' coalition because they demanded "decisive authority in coalition councils" and adoPted toward

Murray's formerly Center forces "an
intransigent, Left position" on the
quesdo; of the Marshall Plan and
tire candidacy of Wallace in the
rg48 elections. Such ingenious conclusions, not to speak of his deliberate falsehoods regarding Conven-

all

flow
tion trade union analyses,
Marxism-Leninof
revision
from his
ism. He continues to defend the concept of "progressive capitalism," and

clearly bilieves that the Left and
Communist forces in the C.I.O.
should have found some accommodating position on the Marshall Plan
and probably on the question of supporting Truman in the camPaign.
No wonder that in 57 pages there
is not one word of criticism of Murray or Reuther, but only an. attack
on the Communists and a defense
of the deserters from the Left-wing

of the trade union

movement.
Browder continues with unbounded
egoism-although the effects of his
revisionist policies still contribute to
some of our problems today-to prate
pontifically about the "profound theoretical inadequacy" and "ineptness
of practice" of the Party. Just as in
ry46 and ry47 he was an apologist
for Truman, so today he performs
the same role with reference to
Murray and Reuther in the labor
movement.

From the camp of the Trotsky-

the

teft

forces

in the C.I.O. are

re-

ite and "Left"

phrasemongering
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Francis Franklin renegades comes an
estimate of the role of the Communists at the C.I.O. convention as ',a

Stalinisr debacle." Such slanders
must be exposed and decisively

rejected. Precisely at this conventior\

as we have described earlier, the
Left-progressive forces, for the first
time in C.I.O. conventions, introduced and fought for an essentially
correct program, representing the in_
terests of all C.I.O. members.
Thus, we see rhe unity of the Right
and "Left" opportunists in their hatred of, and attacks on, our party.

The roots of the anti-Party policiis
of both groups lie in their isolatiou
from the masses of the workers and
their departure from and assault upon
Marxist-Leninist theory and practice.

GAP BETWEEN DECISIONS AND

THEIR EXE,CUTION
BEING CLOSED

The work of the Party since the
r4th Convention, especialiy since the
events at the C.I.O. convention and
the development of such activities
as the struggle against the deadly
speedup system in Ford, represents
an important advance in the Party's
struggle to close the gap between
the formulation and exeiuiion of decisions. Nevertheless, we do recognize that in our trade union work, is
in other fields of mass work, there
continues to exist a certain gap between the arrival at Party dicisions
and their fulfillment. We further
recognize that the experiences of the

vention,
against
fight to
and Par

struggle
and

-fie

the Left
e unions

growing gap between our Party theory and our pracitce in trade union
work.

union leaders. The Communist party
has not now, and has never had, a
desire to intervene in the afiairs of

any.trade union. It is the duty of
all the members of the trade unions
democratically to regulate their own
union affairs, adopt policies, and
elect leadership. 'ihe- Communist
Party.is conc_erned with political poli-the
cies that will influence
wor-kers

POLIfiCAI AFFAIRS
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they are or what position they hold.
Insofar as any Communist weakens
this concept of a united Party, he
weakens the efiective struggle of the
workers concerned.

We should do everything

to

union ranks, by , larger circulation
and reading of Political Aflairs, the
Daily Worfter and Worfter, and the
Marxist classics. Special attention
should be given to Comrade Foster's

possible

recent book, American Trade Union-

convince those non-Party Left-

ism, as a most valuable weapon in
this struggle

progressives who evidenced momen-

tary vacillation and weakening, of
the incorrectness of their actions; but
'we must do this to strengthen, not

weaken, the united front relations
with them. As to the Right oppor-

tunist disagreement with, and even
resistance to, Party policy on the part

of some Communist trade unionists
who capitulated in the course of the
class struggle,

their conduct must be

condemned.

It is necessary to wage an intensified ideological struggle to win these
comrades for a recognition of the
impermissibility of their actions and
the correctness of Party trade union
policy. All of our recent

experi-

ences emphasize as never before the

need for a conscious, persistent, and
sharp struggle to strengthen the Par-

ty and our press. This is decisive
for the successful carrying-through
of our policies. It requires a new

initiative in executing our concentration policy and program in the selected basic industries. It requires

a systematic campaign on the ideological front in the press and over
the radio, by debates among the
workers, and in our own trade

Ihe lwo fl{ajor Uariants of I(eynesistn.
by William Z. Foster

This requires, also, an energetic and

bold fight for Party ideology amoog
the workers, as well as carrying to
them tlre significance of the defense
of our Party and its leaders. It also

work, life and activities (including
shop papers) of the basc Party shop
organizations.

U.S.S.R., Great Britain, Can-

take place nowadays without the
name and ideas of Keynes playing
a key role in it. Neverthelesi, there
are still prevalent many misconceptions and under-estimations of the
very A.B.C. of Keynes' doctrines,
and of their significance as a whole.
It is- the purpose of this arricle to try

the Par-

sponsibility of the Labor Secretaries
of the various Party committees. Special attention should be given to the

important bourgeois economist since
Adam Smith and Ricardo. Keynes'

in the

ty's own style of work should be
improved to help guarantee greater

out diminishing the political re-

DunrNc rHE pAsr decade there has
been a vast amount of discussion
of the doctrines of the late Sir ]ohn
Maynard Keynes, the noted British

to clarfi a few of these wrong opinions, preliminary to analyzing the

I

theoretical - practical accom-

plishment was to undermine, in bourgeois-economic thinking Say's socalled law of markets and its deriva-

tive "equilibrium" theories. Of
Marx and Engels had long

course,

before settled accounts most effec-

tively with that absurdity. Sismondi
and certain other bourgeois economists of the early nineteenth century
also denied the validity of Say's
"law"; but it was not till Keynes that
academic economics (pushed by the
general crisis of capitalism and the
great economic crisis of ry2933)
broke loose from Say's "law"- of
According to Say's "Lawr" the capitalist economic system has automaiig
self-adjusting po\\/ers or instrumentalities. Thus, supply creates a corre-

ism, and to
should

main

markets.

two main ori
l

with

thern. The fact is, Keynes is the most

ada, and the United States. Indeed,
rarely does an economic discussion

dustries.

collective leadership, integration of
trade union and orgtnizational work,
proper distribution of forces, and increased attention to work among the
rank-and-fi1e. Trade union work
must become the concern and responsibility of the entire Party with-

ist should acquaint himself

economist, both in bourgeois circles
and in the ranks of the Communists

makes mandatory the consistent
building of our Party by daily mass
struggles around vital issues, and an
improvement in the composition of
our Party so that it is made up in
its largest numbers of industrial
workers, especially from the basic in-

In its trade union work,

SOME WRONG NOTIONS
ABOUT KEYNESISM

espec

with the question of Keynesism.
First, there is the current notion

sponding demand, prices balance

t::

with
nothing particularly new or important to say. But this is a big mistake.
Keynes does have something

of

tions

sig-

in

whole

nificance in his ideas and every Marx1{-rp...1
delivered ro a group of srudeots io
Nw York, Juoe 24, l)48, -

capitalism, and that the
"self - regulating" capitalist

economy automatically develops in
an upward spiral of progress. But
4j
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Keynes, in his major work,The Gen-

eral Theory of Etnploytnent, Interest and Money, written during the
great world economic crisis and published in 1936, pulled the props out
from under Say's comfortable theory.
Noting the vast increase in the
productive power of modern capitalist industry in contrast to the lagging capitalist markets, together with
the deepening cyclical crises and the

spread of mass unemployment,

sound, viable, and progressive social
system. Says Keynes on these larger
aspects of his theory:

new trend
ment

in

made of Keynes anything but a routine economist.

A

second widespread misconceP-

tion of the nature of Keynes' ideas
is the common belief that KeYnes'

cyclical crises have become so devas-

tating as to threaten the capitalist
system. Keynes proposed to overcome

this serious "flaw" of

capitalism

through state intervention in various forms, to stimulate capital investment. Such investment, he believed, would "fiIl the gap" between
production and consumption, thereby keeping the industries in operation and seriously weakening, if not

country against its neighbors . . .
there would no longer be a pressing
motive why one country need force its
wares on another or repulse the offerings of its neighbors.*

general crisis of capitalism, his doctrines have the ambitious aim of
overcoming this crisis and of stabilizing the capitalist system. That is,
Keynes proposes to do away with the
general crisis of capitalism by essen-

tially eliminating the cyclical crises
in the individual capitalist countries.
With the cyclical crises abolished,
according to Keynes, and with full
employment achieved, there would
be no basic economic urge for capitalist countries to wage ruthless in-

ternational competitive campaigns
against each other, to grab for themselves individually all possible markets, supplies of raw materials, and
peoples to exploit. Hence, the logical

conclusion, which Keynesians pretty
generally subscribe tq is that imperialism (in the limits of their under-

standing

of the term) would auto-

matically die out, and so would war.

Capitalism would thus become

a

m.
at

in

a

bourgeois economics

just at this time, for it is obvious that

bourgeois economics and

Keynes arrived at the conclusion that

there is a basic unbalance in the
capitalist system and that this flaw
gets worse and worse as capitalism
matures. According to Keynes, this
faw originates in a growing tendency for the accumulation od capital
(savings, he called it) to take place
in such huge amounts that it can no
longer find profitable investment,
with the result that cyclical economic
crises occur, producing increasing
mass unemployment. And these economic breakdowns, Keynes pointed
out, grow constantly more frequent,
extensive, and severe. Far from the
"self-regulating" harmonious development, as Say conceived them, t}re

of
Marxists
this eme
ism,
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Here is exposed the full meaning
of Keynesism as an attempt to rescue
the capitalist system from its deepening general crisis; for if capitalism
could overcome its cyclical crises, imperialism and war, as Keynes supposes, obviously there would be no
general capitalist crisis left.

It is sig-

nificant that the Keynesian panacea

was born in the midst of the great
international economic crisis of r9z9-

33, just when the world capitalists

and their economists were so deeply
alarmed as to the future of their
cracking system. They wracked their
brains to find a solution to their
overwhelming problem. Keynes furnished the most plausible answer to
their fears and prayers, and it is one

that satisfies them. His is a scheme
which allegedly can rnake capitalism
well and strong. Keynes, therefore,
is the maior capitalist economic theoretician of the period of imperial* Tb9 Geoerdl Tbeory of Embloynnt, laruet, dnd Money, D. 182.

capitalism, although about to be overwhelmed by its inner contradictions,
will nevertheless seek every possible
vsay out of i.ts predicament. Keynesism is capitalism's economic answer

to its own general crisis.

A third prevalent error about
Keynesism that Communists need be
on guard against is the notion, more
assumed than openly expressed, that
Keynesism is pretty much a matter of
abstract sectarian theorizing by bookish bourgeois economists. This is entirely i
the
intellec

fessors,

everyday world

of

bourgeois

t:

eco-

nomics and politics. Keynes, himself
a member of the Board of the Bank
of England, was the outstanding
Ieader of his time in British economii

thinking

ally,

his

cepted, in
capitalists

fluence of Keynes has become so farreaching in capitalist economics that
Keynesian policies are now being followed by industrial and pofitical
leaders who either have neve? heard
of Keynes or, who, if they have, may.

TWO MAIOR VANANTS OF KEYNESTSM
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be even formally opposed to him.
Their position
many modern
being radically
nevertheless are

Marxi st

historical methodologY.

Keynes' infuence on bourgeois economics, by the same token, runs far
beyond the specific acceptance of his
direct proposals.
Alvin Hansen, the 'leading American Keynesian economist, points out
that the maior capitalist governments

today, including those of the
United States, Great Britain, France,
Canada, Austraiia, etc., are all basing
their economic policies primarily
upon Keynesian thinking.* The
fascist governments of GermanY,
Japan, and Italy were also Keynesian
in their economic outlook. ManY
warm admirers of Keynes, for example, Lawrence R. Klein**, claim
thal Keynes revolutionized bourgeois

a

ians-the writings of Keynes werc
very popular among the Nazi econo-

economic thinking and policy-making. What were Keynesian economic
novelties in bourgeois ranks a few
years ago are now accePted as commonplace truths.

mists and financial leaders, Schacht
being an especially ardent admirer
of the noted British economist. The
common thread that makes Keynesians of all these elements, of such

sectarian "ismr" constitutes the
main-stream of modern caPitalist

widely differing class background,
is that, as supporters of capitalism,
they all eccept, each group with. its
own special application, the main

THE TWO VARIANTS
OF KEYNESISM

Another widespread error about

Keynesian thesis that the cultivation

of capital investment by the state
is indispensable in order to "bridge

of

fact is that, to a
extent, and

in

greater

or

the gap" between the producing and
buying power of the people under
capitalism and thus to keep the industries operating.
Although, strictly speaking, there
are many sub-varieties of Keynesism,
as indicated above, due to the varying
applications of Keynes' theories and
the di.fferent class composition of his

lesser

varYing waYs, almost

economics. But this is not true.
Keynes, an enemy of Marxism and

Socialism, defended capitalism in
theory and practice. Keynes thus did
not'seek to overthrow the system of
bourgeois economics, but to strengthen it. Although Keynes did not revo'

lutionize bourgeois economic thinking, he nevertheless gave it a new
orientation, as is to be seen by the
widespread acceptance of his ide4s,
either directly or indirectly, by capitalist leaders. It is not too much to
say that Keynesism, far from being
' Econonic Polict a*d Full

Employmwt,

(Chapts V, page 57, etc.)
tr Tba Keyteian Reaolttioa, page vii.

{'
type of Green and Murray, who
fundamentally have a KeYnesian
economic program; there are the re-

of the National Association of Manufacturers stemP, who

actionaries

despite their incessant blather about
"free enterprise," are also deeply affected by Keynesian conceptions, and
fascists, too, are notoriously Keynes-

$

devotees, nevertheless, Keynesians
may roughly be grouped under two
general heads, or variants. These
may be designated the "reformist"
or "petty-bourgeois" variant, and the
"reactionary" or "big capitalist" variant. These two variants difier from
each other, in addition to the different class content'of their zupporters,
by the specific means by which they
aim to "close the gap" between prG
duction and distrib,ution.
The reformist, or petty-bourgeois,
ideological variant of Keynesism, bet-

ter known in the United States as
the Roosevelt New Deal economic
program, proposes to achieve full employment and maximum industrial
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operation by the help of government

stimulation of capital investment
tfuough the initiation of public
works-food control, road building,
soil conservation, reforestration, and
other work-making devices. At the
same time, it aims at strengthening
the purchasing power of the masses
through lower prices and higher
wages, a more democratic distribution of the tax burden, lower interest rates on the national debt, social
security systems, national health
plans, and certain curbs on monopoly
capital. Toward the end of the

Roosevelt period there was added

the concept of government-regulated
large-scale investment abroad, as exemplified in the Bretton Woods

agreement. The main support for
this reformist variant of Keynesism
comes from large sections of the
middle class, from almost the entire
trade union bureaucracy, and from
Right-wing Social-Democracy. Also,
great masses of workers are affected
by this variety of Keynesism. Few
capitalists, however, support

it.

Gen-

erally, reformist Keynesism has as
its expressed goal the development
of a "progressive capitalismr" as contrasted to "reactionary capitalism."
The reactionary variant of American Keynesism has the backing of

the decisive big capitalists, ranging
from conservatives to outright fascists. These capitalists, although seldom endorsing Keynesism openly
(many of them even condemn

Keynes), nevertheless pretty

gen-

erally accept in practice Keynes'basic

5o
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thesis as the foundation of their econoTic. policies. They realize quite
well that, with the tremendous productive power of modern capitalist
industry, there is a consrant aird im-

the capitalists is to buttress their
normally anemic industries by fooding them with munitions -orders.
Many economists, more

conscious

theoretically than the average business men, frankly evaluate the present war economy in the United
States as a Keynesian stimulus to industry. At the same time that the

to

have

billions
hey also

ries for
government "economy." It will be
seen, however, that iheir ideas of
economy ! government sum up
pretty_ much to reducing the outlay

for all sorts of social

__Builiing a war economy in the
United States has many economic
and political advantages'for the re-

services and to
the securing of lower taxes for them-

selves.

The reformist and reacionary
of Keynesism, despite the

variants-_

essentially different class conient and

policies of their supporters, are by
no means separated from each other

rn alrt
much
Thus,

here is
them.
the

at

Keynesians are in this dangerous
position. This signifies that these reformist elements, caught in the logic

5r
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polic
crisis
mass une
as previo

srch

cal
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cycli-

fact remains that Roosevelt could

with

not oyercome the Great Depression.
Production stayed far below normal
and there remaiaed constantly a
minimum of not less than ro,ooorooo
unemployed. Pump-priming, or "the
multiplier" as the Keynesians call
it, could not restore the pre-crisis
Ievels. It was only vdth the outbreak of World War II and the consequent development of a vast flood

,ky,
un-

touched all the basic contradictions
arising from the private ownorship
of the industries and the social char-

acter of production.
The futulity of the reformist Keynesian recipe for the economic crisis

period the basic contradictions of

try 1nd to restore so+alled prosperity. _He also facilitated the -growth
of the trade unions and thJ establishment of- the beginnings of social
rnsurance of various sorts. The workers, during the Roosevelt regime,
fought militantly for these m."iur.r,
which put them in a much betrer

position

to defend tleir

Clections, even

in the

capitalisrn, far from being weakened
by Roosevelt's Keynesian reforms,
were actually intensified, as an examination of the economic facts would
evidence (the rapid growth of mo-

nopolization and the heightened ex-

ploitation

cmploy its profits, not in satisfying the
whims of the parasitic classes, not in
exploitation, not

but in the

;:*:

sYs-

#iTffi: ple's Government in

then there would be no crisis. But then,
also, capitalism would not be capitalism. In-order to abolish crises, capitalism must be abolished."*

Besides being unable to overcome
the cyclical crises of capitalism, there
is the dangerous fact that reformist
regarding a "Pro-

capitalism, can
a defeat by, or a

surrender tq the fascists and warmongers of American imperialism.

eliminate the

i.tT"fr:

If

capitalism could adapt producrion,

of profits, but to the systematic improvement of the material conditions
of the mass of the people, if it could

The

masses

must be made aware

that there can no longer be anY such
thing as a "progressive capitalism,"
that capitalism in its final stage of

imperialism can only bring new
haidships and disasters to the people,
and that there can be no return to
al expanding prejmonopoly capitalism. But thiidoes not mean that all
who have illusions that the PeoPle

Big Business through their support
of-its war economy and imperialist

attendant evils
ck against the

not to the acquisition of the maximum

the leadership.

already many reformist Keynesians
are now in the traP of reactionarY

generally

its immediate interests, those policies could
not change the nature of capitalism
as a system based on exploitation of
wage labor by capital, and hence
could not rid the system of its basic
contradictions. As Stalin so cogendy
pur it:

transition to

Socialism, with the working class in

Indeed, as has been indicated above,

Fundamentally, while the Roose-

standards

sheerly demagogic form in which it was put forward by President Truman.

of the workers).
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iectively acting to Promote progress
despite their subiective outlook and

by Big Business, must
inevitably, by determination of the
ideologically

Iogic of its general fight against economic chaos, fascism and war, come
to the development of a strong fight-

illusions.
So long

as

directed

ag

along these I
ferences,

whi

ing program providing for the nationalization of the banks and key
industries with democratic controls,
the break-up of semi-feudal planta-ll-*nt Stslin, Iprioitn, Vol. II, p. 253.

these struggles

the

necessity

for

a
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d it is our
evelopment
one or an-

concern themselves with this subject
and thoroughly understand it, both
rn rts reactionary and reformist vari_

TWO MAIOR VARIANTS OF KEYNESISM
therefrom would eventually trickle
down to the workers in the shape
of additional employment. This plan
failed dismally to relieve the crisis.
It was not until the advent of Roose-

velt in March,
precision

in

advance.

But the

basis

WHY AMERICAN COMMUNISTS
SHOULD UNDERSTAND
KEYNESISM

Communists in every country
should pay far more airention to

of the markets correspondingly to
grow. They already sensed, and in

some cases actually realized the need
strengthening the purchasing
power of the masses and oT the stim"-

of

1933,

that

public

works and other characteristics of
American Keynesian policies were
applied on a large scale. The Keynesian experiments of the British
government during the crisis years,
even under the Tory government,
were also extensive. Roosevelt's New
Deal was a specifically American
brand of government stimulation of
capital investment. Keynes, who visited Roosevelt in the White House,
agreed with the general idea behind
the New Deal's cultivation of industry, but many of its specific features
he disagreed with. Keynes' role was
not that he "invented" this new bourgeois orientation in economics, but
that he theorized the already extensive practice and gave it more conscious direction,

(b) Another

reason why Ameri-

cans should study Keynesism is that,

far more than any other country, the

United States offers a fertile field
for Keynesian policy. This is because
in this country the gap between the

value. But our Party, too, needs to dig
into Keynesism more deeply than iI

has so far done. Below arl several
very important reasons why American Communists should especially

great crisis came in r9zg, Hoover
made a fi1s1 epsay in piactical Keynesism with his notorious ..trickie

expanding producing power of the
industries and the lagging consuming power of the markets is much
greater than anywhere else in the
world. Here, the piling up of surplus capital (called "savings" by the
Keynesians) is altogether unprececlented, now reaching the fabulous
figure of at least z5 billions per year.
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Consequently, the American econ-

omy, more than that of any otler
land, is subject to devastating economic crises. This provides an imperative challenge to the Keynesian
economists, both of the reactionary
and reformist varieties, to apply their
supposed panaceas for the prevention
and cure of these economic earthquakes. At the present time, with

most of the capitalist countries
starved for capital and with the
United States saturated with surplus capital, this country provides
the. world's testing ground
neslsm.

for Key-

(c) American Communists must
also very carefully study the reactionary variant of Keynesism be-

this trend is dominant now
American bourgeois economics.
The strong Keynesian content in
United States government bi-partisan
policies is obvious. The bourgeois
economists and politicians writing
these policies understand very well
that while the Marshall Plan billions
constitute a subsidy to European industry, they are likewise a stimulant
to the industries of this country. The
cause

in

economists, therefore, also definitely
consider the present huge armaments

outlays

in the national

budqet as

a

real shot-in-the-arm for r\merican
industry. It is now a cornmonplace

to find

statements

economists, pointing

by

prominent

out that

these

huge foreiqn and domestic expendi-

tures by the government are indispensable

if

an economic crisis-in this

country is to be either averted or
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delayed. President Truman's economic soothsayers are saturated with
Keynesism. Thus, T. H. Keyserling,
vice+hairman of President Trumanis

Council of Economic Advisers, in
explaining what his committee advocates

in order to

threatened economic

"prevent,' the

irisis,

the following typical

makes

Keynesian

statement:

TWO MAIOR VANANTS OF KEYNESISM

sciousness is unusual among Keynesian-minded reactionaries. Says Alr_op
the Saturday Euening- post,

rncnt. While under imperialism gen-

in

October 16, rg4}:
The evidence even strongly

suggests

that the Dewey collective ii.ptr"k.y-

nesian economics, and will diciate new
spending. t9 prime the . pump if the

present infationary boom
a bust.

tuins into

If full employment is maintained
and productively improved, a large in-

l1g?oryi, Notes, November, r94g,
published by the Labor Reseirch
crease in consumer incomes *ill b. Association, contains a whole series
needed in addition to high business in- of statements by prominent
businessvestment to avert a sharp recession and men and-economic
publications, all
depression in the fiftiis unless still to the effect
that the present huge
larger foreign and defense measures armaments
expenditures
by the go-v_
are undertaken. . . . The business out_
e.rnmcnt are having a pronouiced
look might be dampened by a decline
rn government-created demand for delaying efiect upon' the^developins
economic crisis. Tnis Keynesianidei
foreign aid and preparedness.,,x
is now general in Big Business cir_
of the
4 (quoted by
as res the keynote
stated

,.off

ff,
E.C.

fust

/anuary."
(d) For Ameri
Keynesism, a fur
next

i:Jn.,r1

ould now be re_
a ptan

?:I:

deserves a

investments were sought chiefly be-

of the rich profits which they
provided; but now, to this powerfttl
impulse is added tIre further pressure

thit

the imperialistic investors realize

leaders, etc.-who, while in words
supporting the Roosevelt line of rais-

building up the huge armaments
program with which to back up their
intensified drive for foreign investments and markets.

Certain of the Keynesian econo-

mists claim that their program modifies or even liquidates imperiali.sm;
but the reverse is the case. Imperialist
reactionaries who have a practical

ing- the purchasing power of th9
mirr.r, nevertheless have allowed
themselves to be sucked into the
huge armaments and militant imperialist program of Wall Street Big
Business. And even more important,
it is also necessary to understand
that wing of the reformist Keynesians, the Wallaceites, who are so
actively fighting against the war policies of the bipartisan reactionaries.
Only a Marxist evaluation of KeYnesian ideas

in

general

will

enable

us to realize how to cooPerate with

the growing people's coalition and
also how to combat illusions regarding a so-called progressive capitalism.

(f) A further consideration stress-

ing the special importance of Keynesism to American Communists is

the
tha
the

yorh Tinat,fune 13,
1948.

and make its supporters more conscious. These considerations are especially vital regarding the United
States, the greatest of all imperialist
powers. The relation of Keynesian

cause

important consider

-;i*

it

ihinking to imperialism

ongress

Keynesism has given reactionaries
a
nerv and potent impulse to seek. bv
extreme imperialist policies, to securl
all possible fields foi capitalist invesr_
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the fact that the labor movement in

mental correctness. Keynesian conceptions in the minds of the capitalists, while they, of course, do not
create imperialism, greatly strengthen

this country is largely following a
Keynesian line in its economic policies. The A. F. of L., the C.I.O., the
coal miners, the Railroad Brother-
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rect government stimulation of industry, can they have a reasonable

(typ., Dubinsky, Reuther), never
cven mention Socialism any more.

vocacy
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of Socialism being carried on
unions of this country

in the trade

't'he liberals have lost their old-time

"laissez faire" attitudes and are now
ardent supporters of Keynesian poli-

cies for goYernment make-work
schemes. The Negro masses have i.g the Roosevelt regime'

Em-

to some extent
by various Keynesian illusions. And
we have seen to our cost that Earl

bo]dened by these successes, the conren-

And some try to Prove that

up the challenge thrown bY them to
,i. Brrt we cin do this effectively
only if we understand KeYnesism
thoioughly, in all its ramifications
and implications.

also been penetrated

stand the
working
derstand

American

Browder became a Roosevelt Keynesian and actually wanted us to
sell our Marxist-Leninist birthright
for a mess of "progressive capitalism"

musr un-

pottage.

t

gressive
13"3rjJr:
especially acquaint themselves with

this whole. subject. We need arricles,
too, on this entire aspect of Keynes-

rsm.

(g) We American

Keynesism constitutes
and an improvement,

an addition,
to a "some-

what outmoded Marxism."
If we have to acknowledge the
fact that there is now far less ad-

scious followers

of

Keynes declare

that their masters' ideas have

dered Marxism and Socialism obsolete. The Keynesians are would-be
saviors of the capitalist system, and
we Communists must resolutely take

Communists

]oseph Stalin, Leninism: Selected Writings,

p'
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THE CHINESE REVOLUTIONARY VICTORIES

Ihe

Fileaning

of the

Chinese

Reuolutioltary l/lctories
by Frederlck V.

Field

great becaus
45o million
place,

it wil

nation-wide

thermore, is great because it occurs in
thc eastern part of the world where
there is a population of more than one
billion (half of mankind), sufiering
from the oppression of imperialism.
The turn of the Chinese people's war

IN rHrsr MoMENmus peys the most

of liberation from the defensive to

the

but bring jubilation
and encouragement to these oppressed
offensive cannot

in various countries of Europe and the Americas.

peoples now struggling

people are today changing the face

of the world. The nei #orld

rela-

result
quali-

A year ago, Mao Tr.u,r.rg, Jl;tit, the sig- man of the Communist pirty of

alled only
emotions

::iltTn:

of the democratic

people

throughout the world. In unison with
them, we American democrats, all
who hold freedom dear, greet our
victorious Chinese brotherJ and sisters with jubilation.

China and leader of the Chinese Rev-

olution, spoke of the events then tak-

ing place as "a turning point in his-that

tory."* He

declared

between

the peo_
ple's.Liberation Army li"i'gorr. ou.,
to the offensive on' a nalion-wide
scale. This, he said, marked the turnJune _and Seprember ry47,

INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE CHINESE VICTORIES

perialism in China," Mao then went
on to speak of the significance of this
change from the defense to the of-

fense:

fhir is a great event. This event is
*i.Il'
{,9u,[:,1; rr. c bi u, N ew

oltrtion afiect only the relations between American imperialism and

_
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",[i;fr*g:

6r

With the passing of China into the
camp of freedom, it is obvious that
imperialism is correspondingly being
forced to retreat. Special irnPortance

themselves

perialism,
the dictato
and are in
ment of Socialism. Throughout the
world, moreover, the colonial peoples
are in ferment. Their revolutionary
status is not everywhere alike.
The development of their emancipation struggles is uneven. A great
ideological battle, which can be sym-

bolized as a struggle between the
"third force" leadershiP of Nehru
and the Marxist leadershiP of Mao,
attaches to t}re particular time and
has erupted throughout the colonial
circumstances under which imperialworld. The imperialists are, correism sufiers this defeat.
forced to make
Historically, the victory of the spondingly, being
bourgeoithe
colonial
to
concessions
Chinese revolution is taking plact in
the revowhere
in
China,
as
sie,
or,
a period marked by the enhanced poleadership,
Marxist
under
is
lution
sition and prestige of the Soviet
Union arrd the deepening general to get out.
The anti-imperialist movement
crisis of imperialist capitalism. The
the capitalist nations forrns
within
Soviet lJnion, rapidly recovering
part
of
the international progressive
of
the
from the horrible devastation
-amp. In our own country, despite
war against fascism, is preparing to
make immense leaps forward in all the weaknesses and vacillations of the
spheres of life-in the material cir- labor movement, and despite the
treacherous course of Social-Democcumstances of its people, in scientific
discoveries and their application, in racy, the a
culture, and in the political well- rs growlng
more efiect
being of its v
postwar Five
the Socialist

of gradual transition to Communism. More and more sections of
world opinion recognize that the potcnrialitiis of Socialism for rapid fbr-

course

sion.

The victories of the Chinesd revolution are taking place at a time
when world imperialism has been
contracted. The Imperialist War of
r9r4-r8 eliminated the German and

6z
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sought.to play in subjugating and
oppressing the world.
The victory of the Chinese revolu_
tion is taking plcae at a time and
under circumstances which imbue it

THE CHINESE REVOLUTIONARY VICTORIES
:r people's democracy which, in the
great contradiction of the modern
world, brings them into the great
confraternity of the socialist sictor
of the world.
The Chinese Communist leaders
have thoroughly understood the nature of their own revolution for a
long time. That goes without saying,
for otherwise the revolution would

.

Theo-

Chinese

THE CHARACTER OF THE
PRESENT STAGE OF THE
CHINESE REVOLUTION

What kind of revolution is it that

When we speak of the Chinese
people repudiating imperialism and
moving into the orbit- of world so_
cialism
do not
nese p
their S

8'il:::

Communist Party in r9zr. The Chinese Communist Partv has been tested in severe struggle, including defense against the armed forces of

It has survived
and grown under the difficult test
of serious Right and Leftist errors
within the Party's ranks. It has been
hammered out through the united
front period of the Canton revolution and the victorious northern excounter-revolution.

pedition
Chiang

"punitiv
"Soviet"

mous Long March to Yenan, the
Sian Incident, the critical years of
and, finally
ainst Chiang
imperialisrn.

al work on
the nature of the Chinese revolution
to be found in English is Mao Tse-

tung's China's Netu

Demo'cracy,*

which was written in r94o and first
published in Chinese in January
r94r. For an estimation of the great

contributions of Chinese thought
TN* cotury Publishers, 1!45.

to the revolutionary
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movement

throughout the world, these dates
should be underscored, Long before
the emergence of the first New Type
Democracy

in

Eastern Europe, Mao

had come forward with this theoretical work on the new democracy,
which, while concretely addressed to
the particular circumstances of
China, nevertheless deepens our understanding of comparable revolu-

tionary developments

elsewhere.

China's Nea., Democracy colstitutes
an elaboration of Marxism-Leninsm
in the field of colonial emancipation
and its particular application to the
problems of China which is indispensable to Communists throughout

the world.
In view of the difficulty of procuring China's New Democracy at the
present time (the whole of which is
to be included in a volume of Mao's
selected writings translated into English, now in preparation), it is necessary to devote some space in the.
present article to its principal points.
In his article of June 7o, r9z5

("The National Problem Once
Again"), Stalin pointed out that as
early as October 1916 Lenin (in "The
Discussion on Self-Determination
Summed Up") had noted that, to
use Stalin's own words, "the main
point of the national question concerning the right of self-determination has ceased to be a part of the
general democratic movement, that
it has become a constituent part of
the general proletarian-socialist revolution." Stalin himself wrote in
r9z5: "It would be absurd to ignore

the fact that

a

fundamental
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in the interOctober Rev-

_ Basing himself upon this thesis,
Mao Tse-tung adds-that from rqri
on, "No matter to what class - or

bourgeois democracy patterned after
the capitalist nationi oi the West.
The change in the Chinese revolutionary moyement which took
place following ryr7 was marked by
(r) a gradual transfer of the leadeiship and suppoft of the movement
from the bourgeoisie to the workers and peasants, and (z) a change

in the historical orientation of t[e
revolution from the goal of capitalist

democracy

lution, and they themselves become

its

allies."

We understand, then, that the
struggle for frecdom and independence among the colonial and simicolonial peoples assumed a new orientation following ryr7. Mao

ex-

plains thar the struggle for the establishment of an inZ"ependent democratic society in China dates back
to the r84o's, to the period when the

of the Kuomintarg in 1924, Dr. Sun
interpreted the Three Principles in
such a way as to bring them into the
initiative. The Communist Party of new, proletarian stream of history.
China, which had been organiz- He did this by linking thera up ining during r9r9-2o, was formally tegrally with his three revolutionary
launched in r9zr. The All-China policies, namely, alliance with the
Labor Congress grew from 7o,ooo U.S.S.R., cooperation with the Commembers in tgzz to over 3,ooo,ooo munists, and protection of the interests of the peasants and workers.
five years later.
It was during this period, too; This formulation was adopted by
that the united front between Sun the Kuomintang Congress.
It can be readily understood why,
Yat-sen's revolutionary Kuomintang
and the Communists was formed, on the one hand, the Three Princithat millions of peasants were or- ples, divorced from the three revoganized under Comrnunist initia- lutionary policies, became the paper
tive, and that Dr. Sun's famous slogan of Chiang Kai-shek's Ku"Three Principles of the People" omintang after the betrayal of the
were given reality and genuine revo- revolution in t927, and why the
Iutionaiy significance through adop- Principles, with the three revolution of the corresponding three revo- tionary policies as an integral part of
lutionary policies. A further word them, became the living slogan of
should be said on the latter, for, as the united revolutionary front of the
is well known, the present Kuomin- proletariat, the peasants, and other
tang as well as the Communists revolutionary sectors of Chinese soclaim to be the carriers of Dr. Sun's ciety. Peoples' livelihood, nationalrevolutionary doctrines, and all ism, and democracy, with the three
groups in China fly the new flag policies designed to endow them
adopted during the period of revolu- with a dynamic reality, have become
the program for the workers and
tionary unity in Canton.
Sun Yat-sen's "Three Principles peasants. They thus form a binding
of the People"-peoples' livelihood, link among the revolutionary classes
nationalism, and democracy-were, during the present stage of the revolry themselves, abstractions which lution.
It is not necessary in this article to
could be given reality only by those
responsible for putting them into trace the development of the revoPractice. Prior to the united front lutionary movement from the period
of ry24 and to the important changes just described to date. We have dealt
in the character and direction of the at some length with the period imrcvolutionary movement which'r,r,e mediately following World War I
huve noted, these principles belonged in order to clarify the nature and imlo the old period of bourgeois de- portance of the changes in direction
rr)ocracy. But at the First Congress and leadership which took place in
of Hongkong in 19z5-26 which lasted
lirr sixteen months, and other manifcstations of, popular revolutionary

the war, on

to that of

Socialism.

After World War I, the initiative
in the Chinese revolutionary movement passed to the people, the ideological leadership to Marxism-Leninism.

The turning point came, accord;ng to Mao Tse-tung with the May
+ Ggrg) Movement. This took thl
form of a nationwide protest against
the attempt by the imperialist powers to sell out China at the Versailles Peace Conference, and against

feudal form." The decades that fol-

the corrupt and reactionary Chinese
government. Though initiated by
students and the intelligentsia, the
protest was taken up by other sectors o[ tle bourgeoisie, such as the
merchants, and, of crucial significance, by the broad masses of the
proletariat. The May 4th Movement
was followed by the 1922 strike of
Hongkong seamen, which resulted
in the first srike victory in Chinese
history, the great strike of railway

form Movement of 1898, the rgrr
Revolution. But until t9r7, thc

sacres

workers

in l923, the imperialist

in

mai-

Shanghai and Canton in
1925, the famous workers' blockade
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the revolutionary movement at that
time. Sufice it to note, as events
make manifest, that the dominant
leadership has now completely
passed over to the workers and peaiants, and that the historical orientation of their
the goal of i

the land

of

clear.

Nevertheless, the Chinese revolution remains in the category of a

bourgeois-democratic revolution. The
present decisive .victories represent

the achievement of the

bourgeois-

democratic revolution on a -scale
which no one doubts will soon be
nationwide. What we have discussed
is the two stages through which that

THE CHINESE REVOLUTIONARY VICTORIES

revolutionary leaders, the Commu-

nists. The second and final stage
will, of course, be the transition io
Socialism. This second stage cannot
be entered until the democraric revolution has been consolidated, that
is to say, until rhe preconditions for
Socialism have been established.
Mao Tse-tung and other Communist leaders have written extensively
on the politics and economics of the
Chinese new democracv. But one
does not have to rely solely on their
writings to know the politics or eco-

nomics

of the new China; for

vast

bourgeois-democratic rivolution has
It failed to be victorious before r9r7. Under the dominance of
the bourgeoisie, and directed toward

passed.

a bourgeois dictatorship, it necessarily failed. Under the new leadership and orientation brought about
by international events, and marked
inside China by the May 4, r9r9
movement and the formation of the
Communist Party, China's demo-

cratic revolution is today

being

achieved.

With this general background in
mind, we may proceed to become
more precise in our characterization
of the present srage of the Chinese
revolution. Before doing so, however, lest there be any confusion

the population, middle and

The new

China,

st

classi-

is not to neglect the revolutionary character of the bourgeoisie or the possibility of establishing a united front with
it against imperialism and the bureaucratic warlord government.
At the same time, the Chinese bourgeoisie, being the bourgeoisie of a colonial and semi-colonial country, is extremely weak politically and economically, and exhibits another characteristic
characteristic of compromise with

counter-revolutionary role.
We can do no better than turn to
Mao Tse-tung's analysis of 'the role

lution, is never willing to break with
the imperialists completely, and being
closely associated with rural land exploitation, it is also not willing, and is

Chinese bourgeoisie. In

Neu Dernocracy he u'rites:

The Chinese bourgeoisie is a colonial
and semi-colonial bourgeoisie, oppressed
by the imperialists, and therefore, even
in the epoch of imperialism, it still
maintains, for a certain period and to a
certain degree, the revolutionary charrrcteristic of opposing imperialism as
well as opposing the bureaucratic warlord government of its own country

classes."

a country that is colonial and semicolonial in character and is oppressed
by others, the bourgeoisie is revolutionary at certain periods and to a certain
extent, and the task of the proletariat

-the
the enemy of the revolution.

China's

Mao Tse-tung says: "According to
their social character, the various

military-feudal-imperialist country, one
that oppressed others. The Russian bourgeoisie had nothing revolutionary about
it, and the task of the proletariat there
was to fight against tle bourgeoisie and
not to unite with it. However, in China,

over, as rve shall note later, it is
among these bourgeois groups that
imperialism must seek to play its

of the

In writing on the politics and the
class composition of new China,

poor

farmers and farm workers making
up the rest. Our understanding of
the Chinese revolution will be deepened by an analysis of the bourgois
elements, including their relation to
landlords and rich peasants; for
these obviously form the most wavering section of the coalition. More-

trce.

to the historical perspective, we tionary
tories and the achievement of the
democratic revolution represent only
the minimum program of Chinat

petty-bourgeois elements, which con-

stitute more than eighty-five percent
of the population. The coalition will
also include important sectors of the
and certain of
Generally speak.
de landlords and
se ten perceflt of

new China have therefore already
been brought to lighr in actual prai-

as

should repeat that the present vic-

The vital social forces of the new
clemocracy are the proletariat, the
peasants, the intelligentsia, and other
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'l'his is the diflerence between

ist, anti-

.l

(

the

llrinese bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie

'fsarist Russia. Tsarist Russia

unable to overthrow imperialism and
feudalism thoroughly. Thus, the two

fundamental problems or tasks of
China's bourgeois-democratic revolution (the overthrow of feudalism and
imperialism-F.V.F.) can by no means
be solved by the bourgeoisie itself.

Summing up the place of the bourgeoisie in the revolution, Mao writes:

.

:rnd can unite with the proletariat and
lhe petty bourgeoisie to oppose the
,'rremy whom it is willing to oppose.

edbya

The

Chinese bourgeoisie, especially the big
bourgeoisie, even in the process of revo-

r.vas a

Revolutionary character on the one

hand, compromising character on the
other-such is the dual character of the
Chinese bourgeoisie. This dual character was also seen in the European and
American bourgeoisie according to his-
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tory. To unite with the workers
peasants.to oppose the enemy when

and

the

,']*

ili['*iio'1f."-T:Hi
workers and the peasant
Iarter are
."i.ri- ir'^"
"*"t

for the bourgeoisie of

va

only the Chinese bourgeoisie shows this
characteristic more vividly,

The revolutionary sectors of the
form part of the
coalition of the Liberated Areas.
They will be part of the narional
coalition of the new China. They
will not, however, play a dominant
role at any level o[ government,
whether national or village. The
bourgeoisie today

composition

of

village to national, through which to
elect"

the rarious' levels"of governorderiocratic

*,,"+'f*

politics
"";"Ilit,,,t.lhe
which is today

dr.c.['.""
What is the economics of the Chinese new democracy I What is the
economic organizatior, of China at
the stage of the victory of the bourgeois-democratic revolution which is
but a necessary step on the road to

Socialisml We need to know how
the revolutionary leaders propose to
establish in China the preconditions

of Socialism.

In his report to the Central Committee of the Communist Party on
December 25, 1947 (Turning Point
in China), Mao pointed our thar the
object of the new democratic revoluers, it will be these social forces thar tion was to eliminate only feudalism
form the basic structure of the new and monopoly capitalism, not capilocal and national governments. The talist economy in general. He said,
most influential organs of the people :'Owing to the backwardness of
will correspondingly be the Com- China's economy, it will still be necmunist Party, the trade unions, and essary to permit the existence, for a
the peasant organizations. Mao Tse- long period, of the capitalist econtung writes: "A system of genuine, omy represented by the petty bouruniversal election, disregarding dif- geosie and the middle bourgeoisie."
ferences in sex, beliefs, amount of He described the economic structure
property, and standard of education of the new China as being comin the suffrage, must be practiced, posed of three types of economy:
so that it will be fit for the proper (r) State economy; (z) agricultural
status of the various classes in ihe economy under both individual encountry, for the expression of the terprise and cooperatives, developpeople's opinions, for the direction ing from the individual towards the
o{ revolutionary struggles, and for collective basis; and (3) the economy
the spirit of New Democracy." This, of small and individual industrial
together with a system of people's and commercial private capital. In
conrrresses of various grades, from interpreting Mao's economic pro-

will

these governments

reflect the class composition of
the anti-imperialist, anti-feudal coalition. As 85 percent of Chinese are
workers, peasants, and small farm-
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grarn M. T. Yang writes: "This is this way, the foundations of Social[he transitional period betweeD the ism will be laid, preparatory to the
conclusion of a semi-colonial, semi- transfer of China's economy to the
feudal society, and the establishment final stage of Socialism.
c,f sociilism.'lt paves the way for the
The agrarian economy is underindustrial development of capitalism going the same transition. To speak
on the one hand and creates the pre- generally, the first step is the elimi
requisite for socialism, on the nation of all traces of feudalism
under the slogan "Land to the
other."t
The present monopolies, concen- Tillers" (expropriation, equal distritrated under the Chiang Kai-shek bution, etc.); the second step is engovernment in the hands of the couragement of small and middle
four ruling fainilies-the Chiangs, farmers; the third step is the proSoongs, Kings, and Chens-whose motion of cooperatives (transportaprofits go into their private pockets, tion, consumers' labor - exchange,
are, in the new China, to belong to etc.); and the fourth step is the
the state. Wage labor will remain, gradual development of strong units
but exploitation of labor in the old of mechanization and collectivizasense will not exist in the state sec- tion. The growth of this agrarian
tor of the economy of the New De- economy, and that of the industrial
economy, will be integrated, each
mocracy. Srnall and middle-sized
private ventures in industry and depending upon the development of
commerce will be permitted, and the other, in terms both of producindeed encouraged. Already in the tion and of an expanding market.
Liberated Areas, public funds have
(For a detarled discussion of the
been advanced toward private enter- problems and the program of
grrise. While the development of cap- agrarian economy in the new China
italist enterprise will be encouraged see "Important Questions in the
from below, it will be restricted from Chinese Agrarian Reform," by Yen
irbove. As soon as a privately owned Pi-shih, member of the Central Comcnterprise becomes too big, as soon mittee of the CCP, mimeographed
rs it begins to develop into a mo- and distributed by the Committee
nopoly, it will be taken over by the for a Democratic Far Eastern Polstate. Thus, the productive and pro- i.v.)
grcssive stage of capitalism will be
The primary constructive objeclirstered, its monopoly or destructive tive of the present transitional period
stage truncated.
is the transformation of Chinese
At no point will private enterprise economy from one which is overrlrminate the national or local econ- whelmingly agrarian to that of an
,,rny of China. The state sector, based ihdustrial nation. The bourgeoisu1,on heavy industry, transportation democratic revolution has estab.rrr<l finance, will be controlling. In lished the precondition for industrialization; industrialization will
' Cbina Diget, Iqnuary 27, L948,
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provide the precondition for Social1Sm.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CHINESE
REVOLUTIONARY VICTORIES
FOR THE U.S.

The vicrorious offensive of

the

Chinese People's Armies in the fall
of ry48 threw the ranks of Ameri-

can imperialism into

confusion.

THE CHINESE REVOLUTIONARY VICTORIES

be "small change" by comparison
with the "American Way" of monopoly capitalism which the United
States not only ofiered China, but,
in confirmation of the imperialists'
deep conviction in their mission, also

tried to injecr into the

bloodstream

with

Chinese

American-made

bullets.

What a staggering blow to the
prestige of American capitalism!
The whole world could now see that
was vulnerable, even stupid. The

it

unschooled, "backward" Chinese
up to blow Wall
Street ofi the Asiatic continent, and
peasant had risen

taxpay€rs' money given since V-J he was succeeding. How silly it
_
Day down the sewer! How was it makes
the American rulers looi< in
possible that so few Chinese seemed the eyes of the world. Is not the
to appreciate the sterling virtues of earth peopled by workers and poor
Generalissimo Chiang Kii-shek and farmers I Are not such people the
his Madame, their relatives and most numerous force in America
itself I Mighr it not be that the rest
of mankind would learn something
from its Chinese brothers and sis--

to realize that what
Flenry Luce and Bill Bullitt and

so stupid as not

Roy
what
Taft
them

the

and
and

for

Chinese massesl Were

great Americans not as

s of
these

genuine
friends of Chinesc independeirce and
dernocracy as Bevin wai of Israel or

Churchill of the Indian

massesl

ters I Indeed, an awkward and dangerous situation has been created for
the new messiah of imperialism.

The blow is the more telling beit was in China that the Mar-

cause

shall Plan and the Truman Docrrine
were first tested. Long before Wall
Street's gigantic intervention program for Western Europe, the Mediterranean, and the Middle East was

launched, American arms, ships,
planes, military schools, strategic ;dvisors, funds, political relief, and
economic and political advisors werc
all carrying out their lethal function
in China. It has been in China, moreover, that the American interventionary effort, quantitatively speak-

7t

ing, has been the greatest. Thus,
where the plans for world domination of the American monopolies
have had their longest and biggest

the Chinese people to do to consum-

test, they have been dealt their most
decisive defeat.

mate and consolidate their victory.
The struggle in China is not over.

These are facts over which to rejoice. Our rejoicing, however, takes
the form of heartfelt gratitude to
the Chinese people's fighters for
what they have done, not the inward rejoicing that could come only
with the conviction that we, Ameri

can anti-imperialists, progressives,

trade unionists, ourselves had played
a substantial part in these historic

events.

What ship, carrying

guns

and bullets to Chiang Kai-shek, has
been stopped at its American dock I
What ship has even left in its wake
the angry cries of American demonstrators

I

Have the American peo-

ple or even American progressives
stormed Washington to demand an
cnd to this flagrant intervention ?
No, there has been shamefully little
to warrant inward rejoicing on our
part. The Chinese people themselves
lrave beaten American imperialism
with only feeble aid from the American anti-imperialist movement. It
lras been one of the striking weakrresses of our progressive movement,
;rnd particularly of the trade unions,
that it has been so lacking in milir:rncy on the issue of China.
AII American anti-imperialists, all
;,rogressives, and especially the labor

rrrovement and
rrrust drive into

the

Communists,

our political conthe fact that the Chinese
victories, and the defeat adminisIt'rt:d to American imperialism in
scieoces

the Far East, do not establish a situin which we can afiord to be
complacent. There is much left for

ation

Millions have given their

lives.
Countless more must sacrifice them-

The Chinese revolutionary
for a free and democratic
China must and will continue, Its
cost will in good part be measured
by the struggle within the United
selves.

struggle

States between progressives and imperialists. The opportunity for Americans to help the cause of Chinese
democracy, and therefore, them-

with us. There is
much we can do to impede Wall
Street's interventionist program, to
prevent American imperialism from
re-establishing itself in China.
American imperialism has been
forced to retreat in China, it has
not withdrawn. There was nothing
voluntary about it. It will do everything it can to penetrate back into
the Chinese nation. The new situation, however, brought about by
the Chinese people, forces it to develop new tactics, to find new methods and approaches. Out of the confusion and consternation of recent
months, the shape of the new tactics
selves, remains

begins to emerge. The policies which

are now being fashioned are based
upon certain propositions which are
galmng rncreaslng acceptance among
imperialist circles. These are:

(r) That the resources of American imperialism are not unlimited.
Wall Street cannot be aggressive all
over the world at the same time.

POLI'IICAL AFFAIRS
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Therefore a choice must be made

to the

area

for

as

immediate concen-

tration.

(z) Industrial Europe is more vital
American monopoly capitalists
than backward China. To rilax in
Europe at this time would be suici-

to

dal.

If

by greater American
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participation

fgainst the eflorts of the peoples of
Indonesia, Viet Niam, Malayi, Burrna, and India to achieve their freedom.

$)

The defeat suffered in China

a choice has ro be made, and

according to proposition number one

it

does, the Far East must be relegated to a holding position while
imperialist aggression in Europe is
accelerated.

important sectors of American imperialist circles are speaking and
acting. This does not mean that
there is unanimity. On the contrary,
pressure continues to come from
policy for
t
is likely
new nation will remain within its
the future,
its leading as it has in the past, secure certain
tion geared concessions from those who advogroups has cate a policy of Europe first. Moreese enemies
over, it must be recognized that the
policy of harassing the new China,
as part of the holding operation, can
seriously inconvenience, if not endanger, the new Far Eastern democracy. We have pointed out earlier
rn t
reliability of the
return in full force to settle its af- Chi
In considering
fairs with the Chinese.
the
erican imperial(4) China may be the most vital ism
government, we
region of the Far East; but it is not
well repeat Mao Tse-tung's
Tay
the whole of the Far East. The characterization of the Chinese bourholding operarion in China can geoisie: "To unite with the workers

bourgeoisie shows

this

characteris-

tic more vividly."
Certain it is that Wall Street is
not unaware of this lever which exists within China and which they
will try to seize upon in order to
twist and distort the new democracy.

American progressives and antiimperialists must be on guard against
false "peace offensives" stimulated by
a desperate American imperialism.
Although the Chinese people want
peace, they will accept nothing less
than a genuine peace based upon the

complete uprooting

of all

feudal,

anti-democratic elements. They will

not, under American prodding,

ac-

cept smaller, lesser-known, "little
Chiang Kai-sheks" once more ready
to play the game of American imperialism. The Chinese people are
not likely to be fooled by pious talk

of

"coalitions" which include

so-

called "liberal" elements from among

Chiang Kai-shek's old friends. . There is a danger that some
Americans, even among those who
have been convinced of the utter political corruption and bankruptcy of
the Chiang Kai-shek regime, are
likely to be "taken in" by new faces
and talk of "coalitions" without exan-rining the real nature and the aims

of the

of

coalition proposed
by spokesmen for American imperialism in China.
The labor and progressive movernents have the responsib.ility of exposing the meaning of such "peace
nlaneuvers" before the whole American people. They must insist that
-type

l3

the Chinese people themsblves are
the only ones competent to say who
will or will not be part of a genuine
democratic coalition governmcnt in
China.

Once such a genuine, democratic
coalition government is established,
it will be the welcome task of all
American democrats to urge and
work for the recognition and sup-

port of such a government.
This month, a new Congress convenes in Washington. It is incumbent on the American people, in the
first place the American labor and
progressive movements, not to overlook this opportunity to demand an
end to all political, military, and
financial intervention in China.
The Chinese people must be allowed
to find their own way to freedom,
independence, and democracy without American interference in any
guise.

American labor must take the
path of international working-class
solidarity. There is a tradition, honorable and deep-rooted among American trade unionists, of support to

those

in other lands fighting for

democracy, freedom, and a better
life for the toiling people. This tra-

dition, splendidly expressed by the
action of the West Coast longshore-

in 1938 when they stopped the
shipment of scrap iron to Japan, must
be renewed and strengthened until it
permeates the consciousness of all
organized labor.
The new China will revive and
encourage the broad, genuine, trademen
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union movement destroyed by
Chiang Kai-shek. Already, in Har-

A special responsibility devolves
upon rA.merican Communists. The
bin, in August, 1948, an All-China China issue presents a signal opporTrade Union Conference laid the tunity to deal a mighty blow at the
foundation for such a development. fortress of world reaction. The opFrom this- conference its Chairman, portunity and the power exist to
Liu Ning-Yi, spoke our ro the or- smash American imperialist plans for
ganized working people of America. China. Under the leadership of the
He said:
great Communist Party of China
Let there be greater solidarity be- and its renowned Chairman, Mao
tween the Chinese and American work- Tse-tung, the heroic Chinese people
ing class. Support the war of liberation are discharging their duties with
of the Chinese people. Oppose the ag- honor. The imperialists are being
gressive policy and the anti-labor, anti- decisively beaten back in China. Ii
is our task, as American Commupeople policy of American imperialism.
nists, to help mobilize the forces
of labor and all anti-imperialists in
our counry, to deal such further
blows at Wall Street, that the Chinese New Democracy may consoli
the United States unite! Let us hold fast
date its victories ani move firmly
to our posts and defend democracy and
and
powerfully on the road toward
world peace!*
t Liu Ning-Yi, Chairman, in a lemer from
the All-China Trade Union Cosference in ao-

swer to greetings from 130 American trade
uoioaists- Harbin, August 1948, received November 1948.

Socialism!

Popular Jt/landate us. lllonopoly Policy

in the New Congress
by Max Gordon

Tnr
cies

coNrnaorcrroN BETwEEN the poliof American capital and the

mandate of the people in the elections provides the basis for power-

ful mass actions and

the progressive sentiments of the electorate.

The American two-party sysrem is

struggles

around the issues facing the Brst
Congress.

a highly flexible mechanism. The
bourgeoisie, in control of both parties, knows how to manipulate them
so as to minimize the danger of the

It is doubtful whether any pre-

vious Congress in American history
ever convened with as much popular awareness of the problems before

emergence

of a

genuine anti-tno-

nopoly, working class-led party"
Whenever the people become politically restive, threatening to break

rt.

There has been an increasing pub-

lic

forced Truman to espouse in words

through the system, one or the other

in the major party will make gestures toranks of labor, concerning the ac- ward progressivism. Sometimes,
consciousness, particularly

tions of Congress ever since the early
of the Roosevelt Era. But the
working class and other sections of
the people voted for Roosevelt as the

when the people are in motion, they
can win concessions from the bour-

days

geois parties, as under the Nerv Deal,
other times, their restiveness is

At

personification of the New Deal in
ueneral rather than for, or against.
specific policies. In the recent elec-

met with policeman's clubs. This is
the classic dual method bv which
the bourgeoisie attempts .to maintain
its rule: the carrot and the club.
The bourgeoisie in r94B was confronted with the danger of a powerful, new anti-monopoly party. And
so one of its major party candidates,
Truman, made the necessary gesture$
to ,prevent it from registering
strength. This not only won him
last minute votes from an estimated
two to three million Wallace supporters; it threw to him the backing
of millions of workers, farmers, and

tion, the'people voted againd the
tloth Congress because they did not

like its performance in relation to
lrrbor, prices, housing, social security, aid to education, farm aid, civil
rights, and foreign policy.

Truman won because he

dema-

uogically exploited to the full this
;,,,pular revulsion against the measrrrcs of the 8oth Congress. The
W:rllace candidacy, focused sharply

rrpon the issues facing the people,
75
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middle class Iiberals who either accepted the demagogy as gospel, or
who were persuaded by it that 'Iruman was "the lesser evilr" as against
Dewey. The figures show that the
President received his greatesr vote
from the Negro people and the organized workers, the two sections of
the population mosr deeply attached
to the program of the Progressive
Party. The workers in voting for,
Truman expressed their opposition to
Dewey and the G.O.P.; the Negro
people, primarily their opposition to
the Dixiecrats.
The farm vote also shifted torvard
Truman. He carried several Midwest rural states, scored heavily in
the farm districts of the far West,
and even made slight inroads in the
traditionally Republican rural areas
of the East. F{ere, too, the farmers
were reacting against the pro-speculator policies of the G.O.P. Congress, and the fear of war.
If Truman's bourgeois bacliers
were not more aggressive in restraining his "Left" demagogy, it r,vas because they did not seriously consider
he would lie electecl. f{is function
was to cut into the Wallace vote. The
rnore decisive sections of finance capital expected and hoped Dewey r,vould
win. In the one case where Truman's demagogy apparently threat-

ened

to result in

some acticin-the

projected Vinson lVlission to Moscolv
bourgeoisie quickly stepped in
-the
and stopped him.

But Truman did win, and this l'ras
created certain difEculties for the
bourgeoisie. It has no intention of

permitting its Administration and

POPULAR MANDATE VS. MONOPOLY POLICY

Congress to make good on Truman's

promises to the people. Yet the election showed that these'promises represent what the people want and
voted for. This contradicrion provides a powerful lever for labor and

the people to win concessions from
the bourgeoisie.

Truman has already backtracked
on his electoral pledges. During the
campaign he thundered about Wall
Street control of the government if
Dewey should win, but he has since
emphasized he plans no changes in
his trVall Street-dominated Administration. He has rcjected all postelection proposals to get together
rvith the Soviet Union on outstanding issues, and has given no indication of a let-up in the prosecution
of the "cold war," despite pious election statements and tlte Vinson ges-

ture. On the Taft-Hartley

Act,

prices, taxes, etc., he has let it be
known that Big Business has lirtle to
fear from him. He has failed to implement his civil rights program by
ending Jim Crorv in the armed forces
through executive decree, which he
has the power to do. He has continued his persecution of the Communist leaders and his "loyalty"
witch-hunr.

But the fact that the people are
aiert to the issues and that they voted
for Truman on the basis of his promises makes

it

possible to bring them

which has been the hallmark of the
American government for the past
three and a half years.

lies with an alibi for failure to make
good on election pledges. They can
plead, on the basis of this "excuse,"
the necessity for all sorts of "com-

COMPOSITION OF

promise" maneuvers.
As far as the new Dernocrats are
concerned, probably well over half

8IST CONGRESS

The popular desire for peace and
for a progressive domestic program,

registered most consistently in the
vote for Wallace, resulted in the defeat of some 8o Taft-Hartley Congressmen, as well as in Dewey's
downfall.
The new Congress, on a party

basis, has 263 Democrats in the
House, r7r Republicans and one
American Laborite. This holds as of
November 3rd.

At

least one vacancy
Democratic ranks has occurred.

in
In the Senate, there are, formally,

64 Democrats and 3z Republicans.
(Senator Glen Taylor has said he will
sit with the Democrats for Congressional purposes.)
Of the House Democrats, ro3 are
from the Southern states and 16o
irom the North. The Northern Democrats are supposed to form, with

American Laborite Vito Marcantonio and a handful of Republicrtns, the liberal proJabor sector of
( )onqress. This group in the House
is just about double the size of the
comparable group in the Both Conrlress. But it is noteworthy that if
Ir:rlf the Southern tories continue to

into motion to see that their mandate
is enforced. The struggle around the

,r,ulesce rvith the G.O.P.

will consider
can, and should, become the basis
for revival of a great, popular wave
of resistance to the fascization trend

t;.O.P.-Southern tory bloc will still
rt rnain in control of both House and
.St'nate. This can well provide Trurrr:rn and his Social-Democratic al-

issues which Congress
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on a

reac-

lionary domestic program, the

are not new at

all. They served in

Congress before, but were eliminated

in the Republican sweep of 1946.
A few are thoroughly and conscious-

ly Social-Democratic in outlook.
Most are regular Democratic politicians who served under .Roosevelt,
and by and large went along with his
program. Some of these became
known as stout pro-laborites and New
Dealers.

What they will ds in the present
on foreign or domestic
issues, will depend primarily on the
extent of mass popular pressure,
especially in their home districts, and
on the organization and activiry of
the Progressive Party in these districts. If no popular pressures -for
progressive measures develop, they
will tend to go along with Trurnan,
which means hedging on domestic
issues, and supporting militarization
and aggressive imperialisrn in forCongress,

eign policy.

Popular activity can,

however,

strongly afiect the behavior of members of Congress. Its influence is
likely to be greater upon the regu-

lar

Democrats from working-class
and other progressive constituencies
than upon the more consciously imperialist-minded Social-Democrats.
The "regulars" tend to be more sensitive to the sentiments of the voters.
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FOREIGN POLICY

The primary questions to come before this session of Congress are those
concerned with the one-sided "cold
r,var" which the Anglo-American im-

perialist bloc is piessing with renerved fury against world Socialist
and nationalJiberation forces. These
questions are primary, not only be-

POPULAR MANDATE VS. MONOPOLY POLICY

labor elements reflecting the desire
of their constituents for an end to the

nopoly capital to loot the European
colonial erripires, to reduce their economies to those of satellites, and above
that commitment of so.much of the
nation's resources to the "cold war.,,

cause they are of wider significance
historically than the domestic issues,

but

because

the manner in which

armaments program

for their

busi-

The

and

those

Social-Democrats

closest to them in both major parties will undoubtedly be the moring-

Greco-

gressive fighters on the floor for
the maximum "cold war" program.
The fact that they will also_ bi the
apparent spokesman for domestic
many
reac-

y and

is, of course, not a
perience.

It

.r.* tri*o.iT'll

has been the trademark

energy.

It is of course, a "bipartisan" pr-

gram._ Even though

both Congress
and the Administration are Democratic-controlled, Sen. Arthur Van-

- Opposition is
f rom groups

within both

parties.

Street. This requires both struggle
against the liberation elements in all
lands, and establishment of the
United States as the political and
military protector of the bourgeoisie
capitalist narions. Ex-

perience with the Marshall Plan has
shorvn that the bourgeoisie of Western Europe are prepared to sell their

economies in return for American
"protection."
The tactic of the imperialists is to

maintain continuous crisis in the
nation's relations with the Soviet
Union. This is essential to put over
the "cold war" program, while otiscuring its real aim. The peace
forces inust therefore counter with
a campaign to demand a peaceful
settlement of outstanding issues with
the U.S.S.$. The reaction of the
electorate to the Vinson Mission proposal is an indication that such a
campaign can win wide response.
But it is also essenrial in developing opposition to the "cold war"
program, to rip the false ideological
masl< off the bipartisans, an&to expose to the public the predatory
economic aims o[ Wall Street in the
colonies and in Eurcpe.
DOMESTIC ISSUES

expected, however,

The opposition will come froh pro

all to keep as much of the world as
possible free for exploitation by Wall

of all other
ness,

ern Europel renewal of the

But behind the ideological conflict
is the hard material aim of U.S. mo-

peace with the U.S.S.R. and for
colonial and national liberation.

The

aspect

of the

bipartisan

lirreign policy which is,most vulner-
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able to popular attack is its efiect on
domestic policy. Even if the rearmament program should be confined to

the fifteen billions set by Truman
and his advisers (and this huge fig-

ure is being assailed as too low),
direct Federal expenditures for the
"cold war" will come close to z5
billions and may even exceed that
figure. This includes five billions
for Marshall Plan renewal and at
least another three billion for western Europe rearmament, GrecoTurkish and China "aid," stock-piling of raw materials, financing of
subversive activities in the peoples'
democracies, etc.
Truman has set the overall budget
figure at about 4z billions. Hence,

well over half his budget for ry495o will be devoted to direct "colcl
rvar" expenditures. His advisers and
i)emocratic Congressional leaders
have emphasized that they plan to
balance the budget, shun all "deficit
spending" and practice the "strictest
economy." Since there is no ten-

rl,ency to economize on the "cold
ar" items, the axe will unque stionebly be applied to the items dealing
n

r,vith social welfare.
Though this is written before Con-

qress opens and will appear al.ter
Truman's Message to Congress, it is
safe to predict that he will renege
on every promise made relating tc
the budget and maior aspects of the

economy. Administration spokesmen have already made it clear there
rvill be no excess profits tax. At best,
there will be some increase in the
corporate tax, althoueh Vice-President-elect Barkley his implierl that

8o
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It is not
likely, either, rhar there will be a

even this may be shelved.
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Truman's only specific commitin the housing field is supporr
of last year's Taft-Ellender-Wigner
Bill. This measure, which cilled
chiefly for stimulation of private enterprise and provided only for 5oo,-

the huge program conternplated indicates the limit cannot go much beyond next year.
Obviously, too, nothing can Buarantee Workers against unemPloYment under capitalism. No matter

equate to-

what policies the government adopts,
the economic crash will come. It can
only be somewhat delayed by. gov-

ment

ooo public housing units over a five-

shown it-

age family needing

ernment programs.

itn.n:ff:

a home. As

Only through large-scale government
building can a dent be made in the
housing crisis. Thus, the type of
measure needed must go far beyond

etc., on a scale comparable in size
to the armaments program. No such
integrated peacetime public spend-

the meagre provisions of the T.-E.-W.

Bill. The "cold war" program will,
of course, be used as the main rea-

way.

As regards rent control, the need

for which will be more acute

rhalt

errer as the high military budget cuts
into any pro;iected government buildBg_ of homes, Housing Expediter
Tighe Woods, who has b.en mort
considerate of the tender feelings of
the realty crowd, has already tolJ the
world he is for continuation of the
15 per cent "voluntary" increase plan
in any renewal of the rent control

Iaw.

ing program has at this writing
been projected

son why this cannot be done.
Similarly, rhe construction of great
nerv river valley projects, aid to education, social security expansion, agrarian reform, and health and hospl-

tal legislation will all sufier
of the vast
going ipto

Undoubt

CIVI

peace forces.

RIGHTS

rights: the
Taft-Hartley Act repeal and restoration of the Wagner Labor Relations Act and the Norris-LaGuardia
anti-injunction Act; an antiJynch
law, anti-poll tax and Fair Employment Practices legislation; abolition
of the Un-American Activities Committee and of other witch-hunt measures, and freedom for the victims of
gress concern democratic

et
le

unemployment if the armaments
budget is cut. This is not the leasr
of the factors which is making it
possible for Social-Democracy to
spread its pernicious infuence in the
labor movement. Obviously, employment arising from rhe armaments- program can only be prolonged temporarily-unless theri is
actual large-scale warfare. There is a
limit to the piling up of arms, and

by the

The key domestic issues not directly associated with the budget
which will confront the 8rst Con-

becarise

fear among workers, especially in
heavy industry, that they will-face

ap-

pear, however, that the fear of unemployment created directly by proposals to cut the armaments Program can be met by an alternative
program of housing, hospital construction, public power development,

a

result, private building has been curtailed because people cannot buy.

But even this plan
on the excuse that
in the price index
coming down any-

It would

-

these witch-hunts.
These are the issues

likely to prornote the widest mass movements
:lrnong the workers and the Negro
pcople in particular. They are no less
, ,,nditioned by the war program

8r

than are the issues associated with
the budget.
As regards the Taft-Hartley Act
repeal, Truman's statements, those
of Labor Secretary Maurice Tobin,
and the Democratic platform make
it plain that the Administration has
no intention of returning to the days
before the Taft-Hartley Law.
Secretary Tobin has declared that

the Administration intends to hold
on to injunctive powers granted under the Taft-Hartley Law regarding
strikes in major industries, and that
the non-Communist affidavit provision of the Taft-Hartley Law 'will
not be touched. Truman has also let it
be known that he favors at least the
injunctive powers. Administration
sympathy toward both of these major provisions of the Taft-Hartley
Law is being justified on the grounds
of the "cold war." In addition, the
Administration favors several other
restrictive measures against labor, including the ban on secondary boycotts and on jurisdictional strikes.
The bureaucracies of the A. F. of
L. and C.I.O., having placed themselves squarely behind the "cold war"
program, are not likely to conduct
any real struggle against Administration plans to keep some of the
most oppressive features of the TaftHartley Law in whatever new bill
is proposed. The battle will have to
be waged by the workers in the shops
and their allies in the communities,
and by those union leaderships which
have not sold themselves to the im'
perialists.

The fact that there will be a
tory coalition of

G.O.P.-Southern

8z
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consid.erable strength may be seized
upon by the Truman forcls as an ex_
cuse to 'lcompromise', the repeal of

the Taft-Hartley
Law tirrough
-elimination
"agreement" on
of.'a
couple of the features. Certainlv. it
would be disastrous for labor ,rrd'i,,

POPULAR MANDATE VS. MONOPOLY POLICY

the."cold war" program as a weapon
against the civil rights measures.
They figure this will create fur-

ther disunity among proponents
of the civil righrs p.olgr"-. pl"i.rly,
the most consistent battle for civil
rights can, and will, b,e conductcd
by those groups that base therrtselves

in the same

causes as

imperialist op-

pression abroad.
reason may be knowledge that Tru-

man's personal attitude- as revealed

The driv
must take
abolition of

this would only alter slightly

if it

the
should

pose replacement of the committee by

been

nist leadership.

It is a direct

descen-

dent of the Alien and Sedition Laws
of 1799 and must go.
The light on the Mundt-Nixon Bill
last year shows it is possible to get

wide unity for civil rights measures
in Congress. Such unity needs to be
developed in the shops, communities and organizations on a level
reached last summer when the

persecution.

legislation
verthe
the

of

Activi-

The Smith Act of r94o, likc the
Espionage Act of rgr8 in the days
following World War I, has become strictly a thought control measure giving the courts censorship pow-

cated they plan to use a hold-up of

ner, the Smith Act has not

used against the actual perpetrators
of force and violence on the American people, but against the Commu-

ysteria.

tories, furthermore, figure they have

if the Democratic caucus, meeting a day earlier, voted
such a change, Thus, the Democessfully only

when

America was at peace. It was used
as the legal cover for the infamous
Palmer Raids against radical workers and foreign born. In like man-

will be
a posi-

ommit-

take the
widening
pro-fascist
defensive,

Opponents of the Committee are
divided in their proposals as to what
to do about it. Rep. Chat Holifield
(D., Cal.) has announced he plans
to force it to change its procedure
so as to protect witnesses. Plainly,

and violence. The Espionage Act was

never used against spies

a joint committee of Senate and Mundt-Nixon measure was defeated.
House. Under political conditions
existing today, any committee in- UNITED ACTION CAN WIN
vestigating "LJn-American ActiviThe Congressional session''will be
ties" is bound to become a witchhunt body. The trouble lies not so marked by shifting lineups on parmuch with Committee procedures, ticular issues, both in Congress and
disgraceful as they are, but with the among the people. The demand for
very concept of a Congressional body repeal of the Taft-Hartley Law, for
empowered to investigate political instancg will bring together groups
ideas and activity. Committee foes and individuals who will be on opshould concentrate their attention on posite sides of the fence with regard
abolishing all such organs of political to foreign policy. In this situation,

against

control of the Rules Committee in
the House. This can give both Republicans and Truman Democrats

Congress.

pass. Rep. S. Walter Huber (D.,
Ohio) and Emanuel Celler (D.,
N.Y.) have announced they will prorevers-

througir a filibustef in the Seiate and

be

Committee. If the Rules change
should not b,e put through, Committee foes will have the much tougher
job of steering a resolution through

Committee's activities

uncon-

the forces to srop i'ny

cratic caucus meeting might well

a test of Administration and Flouse
leadership intentions regarding the
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er over dissident political

opinion.

The Act, among other things, forbids teaching or advocacy of overrhrow of the government by foree

progressives will have to seek the
widest possible unity in behalf of
their program on specific measures
as they arise. The key will be united
action in the shops, communities and
mass organizations, directed at'local
Congressmen, Congressional leaders
and President Truman. In this situa[ion, too, the Social-Democrats and

opportunist labor leaders

will

un-

84
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doubtedly_ arrempr

ro use foreign

policy difierences and Red-baiting"to
split mass movements behind -any
progressive measures.

The Progressive party,s position
will be decisive, both in providing

a national cenrer for the stimulatioi

mination in the election to fight for
civil rights legislation, and will not
be put ofi. The farmers are alert to
the danger that a fraudulent "flex-

proper kind

of strugglg however,

requrres:

r. That all illusions that Truman
and his Social-Democratic allies can
gram.

The Progressive Party's role

be-

comes especially important in view of

the likelihood'that- both C.I.O. and
A. F. of L. leaderships will do what
they can to bar ma-ss acrions. The
Progressive Party can rally the rankand-file of the unions, as well as
progressive national and local lead-

ers,behind an active, aggressive drive
to torce Congress and Truman to
come across with election promises,

and to 6ght for
"cold war" policy.

It

typg

is- possible,

,

rer.rr^^l of the

through the proper.

9f sruggle, to compel the bour-

georsre

to grant

a militant program of mass activity,
including mass lobbies, local demonstrations, delegations to Congressmen, etc.
3; Thqt all workers in the shops
and in the communities, irrespective

of union, be rallied behini this

program and that all other sectiors
oJ the population be organized in
the communities for it. ^

In this

organizing activity, the

Communist Party has an important
'is

to the role to play. lt dedicated to thc
of Con- task of stimulating unity of the anti-

concessions

people during this session

The Fuople Win With il4areamtffelio

ever more clearly a strait-jacket. The
Negro people expressed rheir deter-

monopoly and anti-war forces, advancing the influence of labor as the

by George Blake and Al Terestman

Tnr nnurcrtoN of Marcautonio to
Congress in the r8th Congressional
Distiict of New York has been universally singled out as the outstanding piogressive _victory in the. 19,48
.lidonr. The fact that this is the
seventh time he has been elected
Congressman cannot dim the significince of this victory; rather, his
reelection serves to highlight the historically unique circumstances that
determined the course of this campaign and
tional, and
operated in
a character

distinct from the Congressional contests throughout the country.
MARCANTONIO A MAJOR
TARGET OF REACTION
The Marcantonio election struggle
developed an interest and importance

that virtually abstracted it from the
framework of the Presidential campaign at the same time that it was
fully integrated with it. Thus, The
Netu Yor\ Times could saY in -its

cditorial of October r8, entitled
"Marcantonio and the IJSA": "Because

of world conditions, the nation

rvill watch
ycer the res

and the Taft-Hartley Law becomes

lrighteenth
rvhich Vito
l'rrr the seventh term in the House of
85

Representatives." The Daily Mirror
pr'r[ it .u.tt more dramatically in its

editorial

o[

October r9:

'

Marcantonio is a world figure. If
that gives him an importance he uever
.a.ned by American standards, we

must still risk the statement. . . . It
is not stretching any point to say that
the results of the election in the r8th
Congressional District, East Flarlem,
New York, will be maior news in
London, in Paris-and Moscow."

The whole reictronary camp, bolstered considerably since 1946, made
this campaign their major target in
New York and gave it the character
of a sacred, patriotic mission. It was
suddenly discovered that the verY
"security" of the U.S.A. imperatively
demanded the defeat of Marcan-

tonio. Virtually every

newsPaPer

joined in the hue and cry and began
at an early date to unloose an editorial barrage that thundered day
in and day out throughout the nation, the city, and the district. The

Daily News in New York published
its first editorial as early as May zr,
1948. The press offensive took on a
many-sided character, though it
voiced but one prevailing and dominant theme. This reached the point
where one of the columnists speculated as to how many Republican or
Democratic Congressmen should be

,l
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sacrificed in order to guarantee Mar_
cantonio's defeat.

THE PEOPLE WIN WITH MARCANTONIO

objective of the Democratic partv
was to liquidate what remained of
the Democratic-A.L.P. coalition of
the past, to smash the A.L.p., and to
defeat Marcantonio.

NEW POLITICAL ALIGNMENT

This
blast d
changes

tive
the

reladonship of political and class forces

since 1946. The old New Deal,
Roosevelt-Labor coalition, which stili
retained some substance in the Mayoralty election of ry45 and in the

gubernatorial election'-of ry46, had
now virtually run its couise. The
new alignmenrs that emerged in the

campaign to unseat Marcantonio in

postwar period had

for a

time

r948.

the Left-center coalition. This over-

a contest of it, no less to win.

It

was

a sober calculation, and the most
stalwart progressive could not be

sanguine.

goisie as a whole, while simultaneously working within the framework

of the old ioalition to achieve a
maximum difierentiation based on

world democratic camp, could not
but result in sharp fissuies and cleav-

ages within the old coalitions, thus
rendering them virtually obsolete.
These basic regroupings, reflecting
on the domestic scene the worldwide realignment of forces into im-

perialist and anti-imperialist camps,
provided the main background for
a series of events which gave rise'to
a major realignment within the labor
movement. The dominant reformist

leadership

of the C.I.O. under Mur-

ray, in concert with Social-Democracy, shifted to active support of
Wall Street imperialism, and the old
Left-center coalition fell apart, This
gave rise to a regrouping of the liberal forces previously identified with
Roosevelt and the New Deal. Most
important, it provided the impetus
for the organization of the new national Progressive Party led by
Henry Wallace, which expressed the
historic urge to achieve workingclass political independence and also
reflected the fact that the deep-going,
fundamental antagonism between
the people's forces and the monopolists could not be given expression
within the framework of the old relationships and alliances.
In New York, these developments
contributed to the split and realignment within the A.L.P. occasioned
by the withdrawal of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers' Union
early

in 1948. It became increasingly

clear that relations with O'Dwyer
were inextricably connected with
these events, and that support of
O'Dwyer demanded fundamental review as he increasingly adopted a
program directed against the interests of the people and moved into
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active association with the Liberal
Party, renegades like Quill, and the

Righrwing forces in the

trade

unlons.

STRATEGY OF REACTION

On the basis of these sweeping
changes, and as a result of the failure to isolate the Left-progressive
forces and undermine the A.L.P.,
an eflort was made by O'Dwyer and

his new Right-wing "liberal" associates to convert the DemocraticA.L.P. coalition of the past into its
opposite. The Democratic Party, under O'Dwyer and Flynn, boss of the
Bronx, turned the sharpest edge of
its policy against the Wallace movement, the A.L.P., the Left-progressives in the unions, and Marcan-

tonio. Their aim was to dynamite
the A.L.P., eliminate it as a factor
in the political life of New York,

and at the same time to deal a crush-

ing blow to the nascent Progressive
Party in its main base of New York.
This grouping based its strategy
on sapping the strength of the
A.L.P. from within. In effect, in
contrast to the open reactionary position of the G.O.P., what was projected was the closest American
equivalent yet achieved of the "Third
Force" as the "best alternative" to
the Third Party.
The Republican Party directed its
attack from the outside. Its strength
and prospect of victory was derived
primarily from national currents,
and was based on the anticipation
that the people would choose the
representatives of the "Right" as the
best alternative to the A.L.P., Mar-
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cantoniq
What

ressives.

Marcanro

#HI

kind of

fully

was

a

consummated under Flynn's
leadership in the Bronx, where a

tripartisan alliance was established
against Congressman Leo Isacson. A
similar combination was formed in

developed in many important respects, however. The Liberal Party
endorsed Ellis, candidate of the
G.O.P., and favored to win according
press. Marcantonio drew thE
main fire of all the parties and of the
press. As if by agreement, the line

to the

pursued by the Republican, Democratic, and Liberal parties, above partisan appeals, emphasized the nied
to vote against Marcantonio.

THE PEOPLE WIN WITH

reactionary Italian-Araerican

leaders
were both somewhat hesitant to who were active in the infamous
break all ties with the A.L.p.
campaign of intervention at that time
Another factor was the insistent now became active in stimulating
a
pressure of Eertain middle-of-the- reverse process to undermine
Marroad Democrats who feared that a cantonio's support here.
The campaign on this issue was intense and
insidious. The April elections in Italy

were widely construed as a mandate

tions of the rank-and-file of the Democratic. and Republican parties, par_

ticularly in East Harlerrr-prevented
the consummation of the alliance
which the anti-progressive forces
sought to achieve.
A united tripartisan campaign was

against Italy itself. This issue, plus
a combination of old and new virie-

ties

of

Red-baiting, wcre the major

propaganda weapons against Marcantonlo.
Similarly, it was hoped rhat evenrs

in

Czechoslovakia and Hungary
would affect the large narional-groui
communities in Yorkville to rhe der-
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riment o[ the progressive movement, confirmed the fact that Marcantonio
the A.L.P., and Marcantonio. To a could win, though it would require
lesser degree, though no less stub- an extraordinary-mobilization of the
bornly, the anti-Marcantonio camp progressive mov ment to achieve this.
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rto| reduce
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toniq and the progresslve, antl-rmlVlarcantonio,s plurality over Mor,?il:'i#:#ffiindicates
rissey.was
5o67. .rnr946,'wrren Marcsome of
antonio
ran
with the combined supthe new faiors i, ,"".t i" ,t i, .r-po1!
of
the
A'L'P' and the Demopaign that sharply difi.;;";i;,J i,
cratic^ Party, his plurality was 6536.
t oi, ,lr. ."-frii*
in. fVL',, O."i
and war pe.iJdrlThe"f Uiii.i".* *irtr The facl that the margin of victory
which the ,.otiV".."rrt-orri; 1".;.; in tfris election_approximated that in
1946 is in itself an indication of the
waged their campaig" *."iJU.
-' )
- ---'' -- r.ry
remarkable
shift which took place. i,
rlifrcult to i..,"gir-,.1
the course of the campaign. This

The turning point in the campaign fact is even more strikingly illuswas the. registration outcome ih the trated in the following table, which
district. The resr"rlts indicated that the shows the percentagJ vote of the

Italian, Puerto Rican, and Negro A.L.P. for Marcantonio in the last
of East and Lower Harlem three campaigns.
sensed the danger that Marcantonio
could be defea6d
*rpo"J.a * A.L.P. Percentage _ol Total Vote in
""a
fith C' D'
never before. The total registration
\^ras ro5J29r. In the Yorkrille area, g A.D.
:::; :::: :T;
people

where the. progressive rnovement is
S A.O.
ry.7
weakest, the registration reached 55 ,o i.O. So. .... r5.3
1
percent of the.total. In Harlern it was ,o A.D. N".
I .. ''
45 percent. The unusual ratio in the ,a a.O.
4o.9
past approximated: Yorkville-6o,. to ,d e.o
r4.g
4o for Harlem. Thus. the favorable
registration results, featured by the

spectacular, never-to-be-forgotten upsurge of the Puerto Rican people of

the district, who fought througll
every obstacle to register and vote,

Total

In

tt.5
ro.4
275
47.1
23.r

ry.6 r7.g

rg.3
zr.6
49.r
55.g
57.6

j6.6

three assembly districts, consti-

tuting about 45 percent of the total
vote, the A.L.P. acl-leved a clear
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maiority. The vote this year was

87

percent of the combined A.L.P.-Dem-

ocratic vote
FACTORS

in

19461

IN THE VICTORY

Marcantonio, the A.L.P., and the
progressive moYement on the vital
issues confronting the people. In fact,
the outstanding feature of the campaign was the militant, brilliantly
developed offensive around the strug-

There is no doubt that Marcantonio's strength derives

in large part

from the deep roots he has established
in the community over many years.
This support and devotion extended
to the point where in the present
test, it cut across party lines in a
spectacular and unprecedented manner. Thus, in the r6th Assembly District (the main area of Italian-American population), the Truman vote
on the Democratic lile was 12,759.
Morrissey's vote in the same district
dropped to 5,735. Practically the entire difference in this Democratic
vote, plus two-thirds of the Republi-

can votes for Dewey, were transferred to Marcantonio! And where
this shift encompassed a majority
of the voters in Harlem, in this election it began for the first time to
embrace a significant minority
among the various national groups
and working-class strata of Yorkville.
Though this phenomenon is the
product of the extraordinary status
that Marcantonio has achieved in
the community, it cannot be divorced
from, nor placed in contradiction to,
his leadership in the progressive
movement, the A.L.P., and the national Progressive Party. Thus, the
fight for Wallace and the program
of the Progressive Party were an integral part of the fight. The victory
would not have been won without
the struggle that was conducted by

gle for peace, the merciless exposure
of the Marshall Plan, the Truman

Doctrine, and thc bipartisan pro-

gram, and the relationship of these
factors to the burning issues at home
as

well as to the forthright challenge

to

Red-baiting.

The concrete, vividly unfolded attack on the Marshall Plan in East
Harlem succeeded in blunting all the
efforts described earlier irt this article
to divide and split the Italian-American community on this issue. On
one occasion, EIIis triumphantly produced a poster put out by the Popular Democratic coalition in Italy during the April elections that displayed
a picture of Marcantonio and Wallace with Garibaldi. This was to be
the "coup de grace" that would help
Ellis conjure up a De Gasperi-Christian Democratic majority against
Marcantonio in East Harlem. There
is no doubt that the vote of 14,476,
or 57.6 percent, in the r6th Assembly
District of East Harlem, could not
have been won without the clarity
achieved on this issue, without the
effective exposure of the role of Wall
Street in its attempts to reduce Italy
to the status of an American colony.
Similarly with regard to the outstanding role played by Marcantonio
in the struggle for Puerto Rican liberation. The overall vote also refected the identification of Marcantonio with the struggle for Negro

THE PEOPLE WIN WITH MARCANTONIO
rights which, among other things,

9t

Assembly District, depending on the

of the progressive

merited a sftong endorsement from

basic strength

Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell. It reflected
the record of Marcantonio and the

movement in each area. The discrep-

the N.A.A.C.P. and

ancy between the Presidential and
Congressional vote of the A.L.P. in
A.L.P. in the fight against T'aft- the district is explained by: (r) the
Hartley that wrung an endorsement "Iesser evil" factor that cut substanfrom the political action commirtee tially into the Wallace vote here as
of the A. F. of L. Thus, throughour throughout the nation, and (z) the
the complex unfolding of this cam-' exceptional factors discussed above
paign, the past merged with the pres- in relation to the Marcantonio cament-that is, the accumulated posi- paign that found expression in a
tions established over the years were much broader coalition than was, or
further strengthened by the fresh could be, achieved in the Presidential
impulses of the people's movement campaign.
of today. Marcantonio, the heir o[ the
it will be remembered that the
LaGuardia tradition, went beyond general policy in the campaign was
that position.
predicated on a two-fold approachthat is, of a consistent fight around
THE MAIN LESSON
the program and candidates of the
The relation of the Marcantoni<r Progressive Party, while simultanevote to the vote for Wallace and the ously advancing every effort to win
general A.L.P. vote has an important
support for Marcantonio from those
bearing on the main lessons and con- sections of the electorate who could
clusions to be drawn from the cam- not be carried for the entire ticket.
paign. The vote for Wallace in the This approach involved no essential
Congressional District totalled r8,77o. contradiction. In fact, any other apThis represented a considerable in- proach, by which support for the
crease in the A.L.P. vote over 1944 entire ticket would be made the preand r946,4nd was, in fact, the larg- condition for support of the Congresest increase registered anywhere in sional candidate, or such as conductthe city. Wallace's vote reached about irg one uniform, undifferentiated
20 percent of the total vote in the campaign, would have contributed
Congressional District, as compared no substantially greater total to the
to the county avera.ge of 4.5 percent. general ticket, and it would have
(The vote for other local A.L.P. can- spelled disaster for Marcantonio. It
rlidates in the area covered by the is clear that in the actual process of
Congressional District exceeded-zo,voting, it was the Truman vote that
rroo.) The Wallace vote was 52 per- was lost to Morrissey, and not the
cent of the Marcantonio vote. This Marcantonio vote that was gained for
proportion varied from a low of 4o Truman. There were incorrect tendl)crcent in the r6th Assembly District encies to pose- one phase against the
ro a high of 75 percent in the r4th other, but, in the main, a principled
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and balanced struggle was conducted

throughout, thereby advancing all
the objectives of the campaign.
The fact that this campaign in the
rSth Congressional District drew
strenglh from the progressive movement, and in turn contributed to it,
is indicated by the fact that the A.L.P.
in this district-a sound

enrollment

index of political trends-rose from
about 4 percent in ry44 to over 14
percent rn ry47. (1948 figures have
not yet been published.) In the coun-

ty as a whole, the enrollment increased in the same period from 5

percent to only 9 percent, Moreover,

in the r4th Assembly District, the
enrollment rose from 8.9 percent to
23.r percenr, despite the fact that
only one-third of the district is in
the r8th Congressional District. Similarly, in the r6th Assembly District,
enrollment reached zo,z percent from
only 6 percent.
The increase in the A.L.P.'s perm-

anent, long-term strength in the district is indicated also by comparisons

of the actual vote. In the r6th Assembly District, for instance, the
A.L.P. vote for Roosevelt in

1944 was

rr percent. In 1948, the A.L.P. vote
for Wallace was 22 percent. The
A.L.P. vote for State Assemblymen
in the r6th Assembly District reached
26.7 pexcent of the vote. This increase
is far higher than that on a county
or city-wide basis. In the Puerto

Rican community of the r4th Assembly District, the Wallace vote
exceeded the vote for Truman and
Dewey on a straight party basis, and
the A.L.P. consolidated its position
as the first party in the area.

HE I'EOI'LE WIN WITH X4ARCANT'oNiO

Hence, what stands out in the overall picture is that Marcantonio's reelection was accompanied by a quali-

tative strengthening of the A.L.P.'s
position throughout the Congressional District. This will have a decisive
bearing on the future struggle.
WEAKNESSES REVE,ALED
BY CAMPAIGN

The campaign, though highly

most urgent attention, and that in the

district itseif, with its rich traditions,
a new initiative be demonstrated in
developing a program of unity based
on such burning issues as unemployment, housing, police brutality, etc.
Another task of great importance
that the campaign highlighted is the

need to build a powerful

suc-

cessful, nevertheless revealed a num-

ber of

weaknesses. Outstanding
among these was the indication of
some weakening of the ties between
the Negro people and the progressive

youth

movement in the area. While large
numbers of youth were attracted to

the program of Wallace, to the
A.L.P., and to Marcantonio, and
while the forces of progressive youth

coalition around the A.L.P., despite
the fact that the majority of the Ne-

gro voters of the district support
Marcantonio. This situation manifested itself nationally, reflecting the
failure of the progressive forces to
carry through a consistent, day-to-day

struggle for the rights of the Negro
people. This failure to lay a proper
foundation for the campaign among
the Negro people, and to work systematically to cement the closest unity
between the Negro and Puerto Rican
peoples, adversely afiected the campaign of Manuel Medina, Puerto
Rican leader and candidate for State
Assemblyman in the r4th Assembly
District. The candidacy of Medina

did not

of the progressive coalition, it should
be remembered,

will

become increas-

ingly decisive.

It

must also be said that there was
a serious underestimation of the Liberal Party, its role in the camPaign,
and the need to struggle against it.
There was a general tendencY to
view the LiberaFParty solely in terms
of its voting strength, and a failure
to appreciate its ideological infuence.
It rvas the Liberal Party that reaction

emerge sufficiently as the

product of joint struggles and movements against the oppression and

discrimination that victimize the
whole Harlem community. It is imperative in the work of the progressive movement, particularly in this
district, that these weaknesses in the
fight for Negro rights be given the

of the need to fight against, and

iso-
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late, the influence of the Liberal Party
and od Social-Democracy generally'

ROLE OF THE
COMMUNIST PARTY
The Communist Party gave wholehearted support to the campaign. As

early as 1947, oul Party recognized
the imperative need to bring to the
Iabor and progressive movements an
awareness of the exceptional difficulties that would have to be met in the
1948 campaign.

notwithstanding

At the same
all of the

tirne,
existing

problems and fears, the Party helped
from the outset to project a Perspcctive of victory. It rejected all fatalistic, defeatist moods that permeated
certain sections of the progressive
camp. This positive approach contributed in an important way toward

achieving the rnaximum fighting
strength and concentration that developed in the course of the campaign as an indispensable requirement for victory.
Thus, the Party was a vital part of
rhe coalition in the campaign. This
refected itself in the contribution
made in developing a dynamic and
balanced approach on a combination
of problems; in the political content
of the campaign as a whole; in the
new quality achieved in the struggle
against Red-baiting. The role of
Marcantonio and the Progressive
Party in the fight against the MundtNixon Bill and the present indictments against the Communist leaders has helped to contribute a deeper
understanding of the role of the
Party in the fight for peace and democracy and of its relation to the
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unfolding anti-imperialist coalition
in the United Statis.
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